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2 Nevil Shute

Welcome!
Dear Fellow Shutists: 

Welcome to the 4th Nevil Shute Gathering!  We are so pleased that you have
come to Cape Cod for this event.  We are looking forward seeing all of you.
Now that our 50th wedding celebration has past with all 17 family members
gathered in France, we have one more wonderful event to take place and you
are the main attraction. 
After looking at many hotels we felt that the Cape Codder was just what we
were looking for. It is family owned, not too big or too small and is a comfort-
able, relaxing site to hold our meeting. We hope you will feel the same. Don’t
forget to enjoy the Wave Pool! You may like to make an appointment to be pam-
pered at the Spa or work your muscles in the exercise room.       
Just a REMINDER, you are on your own for breakfast and on Monday and
Tuesday for evening dinners.  A nice restaurant, the Hearth and Kettle, is here
at the hotel or, if you want to take a short walk (exiting to your right from the
hotel), you will find seafood at Cooke’s or a family style restaurant at Friendly’s.
There are additional restaurants along Rt 132 but you will need to drive. 
Please take a few minutes to look over your Program Book.  We have   wonder-
ful speakers who have worked long and hard on their presentations. The
exhibits have been thoughtfully brought by many participants. Also, an informa-
tive excursion is planned throughout Cape Cod. For the first time a short play
will be presented with terrific actors and a dedicated director.  
We hope this GATHERING will be fun, informative and another opportunity to
share our admiration for Nevil Shute Norway. 

Enjoy! 
Joan and Art Cornell 
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Agenda
Day 1 Sunday, October 2, 2005 
1:00 pm - 5:00 pm Afternoon Registration – Entrance to Emerald Room 
1:00 pm - 5:00 pm Exhibit Viewing – see exhibit details, Page 6 
1:00 pm - 5:30 pm Movie Showing – see movie schedule, Page 7
6:00 pm - 9:00 pm Welcome Reception – Emerald Room 

Day 2 Monday, October 3, 2005 – Barnstable Room unless stated otherwise 
9:00 am - 10:00 am Opening Address – Art Cornell 
10:00 am - 10:30 am Opening Remarks – Dan Telfair 
10:30 am - 11:00 am Tea Break – Sandwich Room 
11:00 am - 12:30 pm Session 1  Graham Fricke – Holding the Mirror Up to Life
12:30 pm - 2:00 pm Lunch Break – Emerald Room 
2:00 pm - 3:30 pm Session 2  Fred Erisman – An Old Captivity and the

Early Days of Atlantic Flight 
3:30 pm - 4:00 pm Tea Break – Sandwich Room 
4:00 pm - 5:30 pm Session 3  Lillian Ruiz – Kids Reading Shute 
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm Exhibit Viewing – Sandwich Room 
6:30 pm - 10:00 pm Movie Showing  - Barnstable Room 

Day 3 Tuesday, October 4, 2005 
8:30 am - 5:30 pm             Bus Excursion Tour of Cape Cod 
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm             Exhibit Viewing – Sandwich Room 
6:30 pm - 10:30 pm           Movie Showing  - Barnstable Room 

Day 4 Wednesday, October 5, 2005 – Barnstable Room unless 
stated otherwise 
9:00 am - 10:30 am Session 4 John Anderson—Shute, Burney, the

Toraplane and Landfall 
10:30 am - 11:00 am Tea Break - Sandwich Room 
11:00 am - 12:30 pm Session 5 Babette Hills—Panel Discussion with 

Dan Telfair, Laura Schneider and Andy Burgess 
12:30 pm - 2:00 pm Lunch Break – Emerald Room 
2:00 pm - 3:30 pm Session 6  Robert Wester—On the Beach 
3:30 pm - 4:00 pm Tea Break – Sandwich Room 
4:00 pm - 5:30 pm Session 7  Andrew Banta—The Alpha and Omega of

Nevil Shute 
6:00 pm - 10:00 pm Cape Codder Shore Dinner and Partial Reading of

Vinland the Good 

Day 5 Thursday, October 6, 2005 – Barnstable Room unless stated otherwise 
9:00 am - 10:30 am Session 8 Margo Ganster— Favorite Shute  passages

read by John Anderson, Susan Batross, Art Cornell,
Graham Fricke, Steph Gallagher, Margo Ganster, Alison
Jenner, Shoshana Knapp, Zia Telfair, and David Weir. 

10:30 am - 11:00 am Tea Break – Sandwich Room 
11:00 am - 12:30 pm Session 9 – Shoshana Knapp - The ’I” in Nevil Shute’s

Writing: First Person as Narration and Characterization 
12:30 pm - 2:00 pm Lunch Break – Emerald Room 
2:00 pm - 3:30 pm Session 10 - David Weir—The Norway in Nevil Shute:

From Cornwall to Cape Cod by way of the Northern
Seas of Leif Ericsson 

3:30 pm - 4:00 pm Tea Break – Sandwich Room 
4:00 pm - 5:30 pm Dan Telfair and Art Cornell – Closing Remarks 



Excursion
The bus excursion of Cape Cod will start at 8:15 am on Tuesday morning,
October 4. Please gather outside the Cape Codder Resort near the buses so
that we can leave at 8:30 am sharp. 
We will travel to Provincetown where Shute in An Old Captivity wrote about the
seaplane circling the town. We will spend about one hour there touring the down-
town or the waterfront. After our tour of the town, we will go to lunch at Michael
Shay’s which is on the East end of town. 
After Michael Shay’s, we will travel to Nauset Beach described by Shute as a
beach that extends as far as the eye can see. There is a cliff there and, hopeful-

Cape Cod 
Cape Cod is a 399 square mile narrow peninsula extending 65 miles out into
the Atlantic Ocean, farther than any other point in the United States. It is 1 to
20 miles wide depending on what town you are in.  
Cape Cod is shaped like an arm and divided into the Upper Cape, Middle
Cape, and Lower Cape, with Sandwich at the shoulder, Chatham at the elbow
and Provincetown as the hand. There are fifteen towns with their own villages
and sections to govern. 
The Wampanoag natives were on Cape Cod when an English explorer,
Bartholomew Gosnold arrived in 1602. He noted that the “codfysies pestered”
his ship, and thus named the area Cape Cod. The cod fish were so large and
so plentiful at the time but can hardly be found today. It has been designated

as the fish of Massachusetts and a great carved
replica looks over the state House of
Representatives.  Congressmen hold their
debates under  this replica and depending on
which way the head is pointing, east or west
determines which party is in power. 
In November of 1620 the Pilgrims first landed in
Provincetown, and it was here that the Mayflower
Compact was signed.  In 1906 Theodore
Roosevelt signed an act for construction of the

Pilgrim Monument in Provincetown and it was completed in 1910.  It is the
tallest all granite structure in the U.S. rising 252ft 7 1⁄2 inches. 
The Cape Cod canal is a lockless canal built from 1910 to 1914 with private
funding and purchased by the U.S. government in 1927. The canal is 17 1⁄2
miles long and 32 ft deep.  The man-made canal reduced the distance a ves-
sel would travel from Boston to New York City by 75 miles. 
As you drive along the Cape you will noticed the Cape Cod houses.  The
early ones were built simply with a center chimney, steep roof and set back
from the water, facing south. Today, as in early times, the shingles are left to
weather to a dark grey or the front may be painted white.. There are three
styles.  The half Cape which has two windows to the left or right of the door,
the three quarter Cape which has a single window on one side of the door
with the two windows on the other side, and the full Cape with double win-
dows on each side of the door. 
After the decline of the whaling and fishing industry in the 1800’s, tourist
began to come.  A train from Boston would bring many families to enjoy our
white sand beaches, soft breezes and roaring surf, as we do today.                  
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Banquet
CAPE CODDER SHORE DINNER AND THE PARTIAL READING OF 
VINLAND THE GOOD 
At 6:00 pm on Wednesday evening we will all gather for drinks in the Emerald
Room. 
Following the cocktail hour, we will all partake in the Cape Codder Shore
Dinner starting at 7:00 pm. This dinner will consist of 

• Cape Codder Clam Chowder 
• Seasonal Green Salad with Choice of Dressings 
• Potato Salad, Cole Slaw 
• 1 1⁄4 lb Boiled Lobster, Steamed Clams, Barbecued Chicken 
• Corn on the Cob, Corn Bread 
• Strawberry Shortcake 

After dinner, we will experience a delightful medley of songs, mentioned in
Shute’s books, played for us on the violin by Lillian Ruiz and Gail Shoemaker.
For example, they will play Mysterious Rag mentioned in No Highway, She’s
Too Fat For Me whistled by Jack Dorman in Far Country, and Greensleeves
from The Rainbow and the Rose. 
As a final event for the evening, we will be treated to a Partial Reading of the
Screen Play written by Shute. 

Vinland the Good
One of the Great Legends of America 
Told as a Saga in Modern Form 
The partial reading is produced and directed by John Wallis Cooper and has
the following cast: 
Nevil Shute – John W. Cooper
Prologue Narrator – Sally Rossetti
Thorgunna – Laura Schneider
Haekia (Hekja) – Linda Banta
Major Callender – Grady Jensen
Leif Ericsson – Fred Erisman
Haki – Beall Fowler
Tryker – Philip Nixon
“A Man” & “Boy One” – Joe Accrocco
Understudy – Shoshana Knapp 
Understudy – Paul Shein
Projectionist – Candace Ruiz

ly, we will have enough time to go down to the water and walk around in the
sand. Those of you from the United Kingdom may want to stay on top of the cliff
and see if you can see your home. 
From Nauset Beach we will go to the sand spit where the Viking ship entered
Osterville Harbor. Shute wrote, “They sailed in past the sandy spit, lowered the
sail, and got out the great oars.” It is a very picturesque area. 
After the sand spit area, we will go to Prince Cove where the seaplane in An Old
Captivity landed. About this area he wrote, “the seaplane slowed, sank down into
the water, and came to rest before the little cove. Ross turned and taxied in
towards the beach.” Art Cornell will point out where he found the stone.. 
We will then travel to the rear garden at the home of Art and Joan Cornell for tea
and cherry cake. 
At 5:30 pm we will be back at the Cape Codder Resort. 



Shute Related Exhibits
Shute related exhibits will be displayed in the Sandwich Room. They are
items collected by our attendees and brought here from all over the United
States and England. Some are rare and of great value. There may be items
displayed that are not listed below. That is because they were brought after
the publication of this book. Please enjoy all of them. 

The Exhibit Room will be open at the following times: 
Sunday afternoon, October 2 From 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm 

Monday, October 3 Tea Breaks and lunch breaks and from
5:30 pm to 6:30 pm 

Wednesday, October 5 Tea breaks and lunch breaks 

Thursday, October 6 Tea breaks and lunch breaks and from
5:30 pm to 6:30 pm 

Items on display include: 
No Highway movie poster – Susan Batross 
Two framed items (letters by Shute) – Grady Jensen 
Poster with pictures and other items – Andy Banta 
First edition of The Mysterious Aviator – Johan Bakker 
First edition of Lonely Road – Johan Bakker 
First edition of Ordeal and signed – Johan Bakker 
Signed portrait, ca. 1955 – Johan Bakker 
Set of salt dishes, wedding gift – Johan Bakker 
Notebook with pictures and minutes of meeting – Babette Hills 
Microsoft Flight Simulator – John Fowles 
Card model of R-100 at mooring mast– Art Cornell 
Card model of R-100 in shed – Art Cornell 
Wood/paper model of a Moth with Johnnie Pascoe and Brenda Marshall 

– Art Cornell (models of Johnnie and Brenda by Lillian and Olivia Ruiz)
Pictures of R-100 over Toronto – Art Cornell 
Charts of the Toraplane trial results – John Anderson and Mike Meehan
A copy of the Tern Glider stress calculations in Nevil’s own handwriting – 
J. Anderson and M. Meehan 
Copies of items relating to the formation of Airspeed and relating to the Ferry 

aircraft – J. Anderson and M. Meehan 
A copy of a whole chapter, written by Shute, from a technical book which

many people will never have seen before – J. Anderson and Mike Meehan 
Chapter VI. Heavier-than-air Craft by Nevil S. Norway, from The World, the 

Air and the Future by Sir Charles Dennistoun Burney (Knopf, London, 1929).
– Beall Folwer 

Photo essay collection, The R.100 in Canada by Renald Fortier, National
Aviation Museum, 1999 – Beall Fowler 

Collection of book and film reviews from the New York Times1938-1960 
– Beall Fowler 

’Cultural depth-charges’: Traditional meaning and prisoner-of-war fiction,
extract from the Ph.D. of Roger James Bourke, University of Western
Australia, 2001-2002 – Beall Fowler 

Nevil Shute and the Decline of the ’Imperial Idea’ in Literature, Donald
Lammers, The Journal of British Studies Voll 16, No. 2 (Spring, 1977). 
– Beall Fowler 

Les dirigeables R-100 et R-101, Michel Pratt (Quebec, 2003). A book with
accompanying CD that includes some video along with two songs (in
French) contemporary with the R-100. – Beall Fowler 
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Film Showings
Six movies based on Shute’s novels will be shown in the Barnstable Room.
Also, there will be a fifteen minute showing of the R-100 Airship in Canada.
Each movie will be shown once at the times shown below. There will be no
movies shown on Sunday evening or Wednesday evening so that everyone
can attend the Welcoming Reception and the Cape Cod Shore Dinner. 

Movie Viewing details
Barnstable Room 

On the Beach Sunday afternoon, 1:30 - 3:45 
Pied Piper Sunday afternoon, 4:00 - 5:30 
Landfall Monday evening, 6:30 - 8:00 
R-100 Monday evening, 8:15 - 8:30 
Lonely Road Monday evening, 8:45 - 10:00 
No Highway in the Sky Tuesday evening, 6:30 - 8:15 
A Town Like Alice Tuesday evening, 8:30 - 10:30 

Film Synopsis
On The Beach (1959)
The first On The Beach is the film that made Nevil Shute a household word in
the United States and elsewhere.  It was produced by Stanley Kramer at
United Artists, directed by Stanley Kramer, and starred Gregory Peck, Ava
Gardner, Fred Astair, and Anthony Perkins.  The story probably brought more
dedicated readers to Nevil Shute than any of his other novels.  It is also given
credit for playing a major part in the international protest against nuclear
weapons.  In spite of its many accolades, Nevil Shute hated the film.  He was
enraged by its production to the extent that Shirley Norway believes his anger
over the film hastened his death. 
Like all his best stories, On The Beach was about ordinary people faced with
extraordinary circumstances, rising to the occasion, and behaving very well.
The problem was that Nevil felt behaving very well included remaining true to
one’s dead spouse.  In the book, Captain Dwight Towers refused to give in to
his passion for the Australian beauty Moira, and she was above trying to
seduce him into betraying his dead wife.  In the film, Towers, played by
Gregory Peck, and Moira, played by Ava Gardner, left no doubt about whether
or not their relationship was consummated.  Nevil felt that this destroyed the
central message of the book.  
Notwithstanding Nevil’s dislike of the film, it is a classic, and the power of its
message is as strong today as it ever was. 

Pied Piper (1942)
The Pied Piper is the second of Nevil Shute’s novels to be filmed.  It was pro-
duced in the United states at 20th Century Fox by Nunnally Johnson, directed
by Irving Pichel, and starred Monty Woolley, Anne Baxter, Otto Preminger, in
perhaps his only acting role, and a very young Roddy McDowall, as one of the
children led to safety through war torn Europe. 
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This film, like the book, was pure propaganda against the Nazi war machine.
Still, it is classic Nevil Shute – the epitome of an ordinary man, faced with
extraordinary circumstances, and accomplishing extraordinary things.
Unfortunately, the Foundation has not yet been able to locate an original of
the film, and has to make do with a rather poor video dub.  However, despite
the relatively poor quality of the tape, Nevil Shute’s genius shines through. 

Landfall (1948)
Landfall is the second of two Nevil Shute wartime novels that were made into
films, although it was not filmed until after the war.  It was produced by Victor
Skutezsky at Pathe Studios, directed by Ken Annakin, and starred Michael
Denison, as the dashing young RAF pilot, and Patricia Plunkett, as the pure
as the driven snow girlfriend, barmaid.  The film closely follows the book, with
the exception of one or two unnecessary twists, and a bit of hokey, period
music thrown in. (Remember when almost all movies had at least one singing
scene?)  It is a good example of Nevil’s view of wartime England’s "ordinary
people doing extraordinary things"..  It also has some very good shots of the
Wellington Bomber which was designed by Barnes Wallis of R100 and
Dambusters fame. 
The Foundation was fortunate to find a copy of Landfall, still in the film can, at
Pinewood Studios in the United Kingdom.  We were even more fortunate in
that the curator there, Mr. John Herron, was kind enough to make a very good
quality video tape of the original for the Foundation. 

R-100 in Canada (undated)
There is a fifteen minute tape of The R-100 Airship in Canada. This tape was
made from what appears to be an amateur motion picture film taken during
the R-100’s visit to Canada. This video is not commercially available.

Lonely Road (1936)
Lonely Road is the first of Nevil Shute’s novels to be made into a film.  It was
produced at Ealing Studios by Basil Dean, Associated Talking Pictures, direct-
ed by James Flood, and starred Clive Brook and Victoria Hopper, well known
actor and actress of that period.  In his autobiography, Slide Rule, Nevil men-
tioned that he enjoyed watching the film being made.  Several of the scenes
were shot on a beach near where he lived.  The film followed the book rea-
sonably well right up to the end, where Nevil’s tragedy was turned into a sug-
gestion of "happily ever after".  In spite of the popularised ending, it is an
entertaining film and a good example of British cinematography of that era.
This film is also listed in several references under the alternate title of
Scotland Yard Commands. 

No Highway In The Sky (1951)
No Highway in the Sky is the film based on Nevil Shute’s famous novel No
Highway, which predicted the effects of metal fatigue in modern aircraft and
foretold the tragedy that befell British Comets several years later.  It was pro-
duced by Louis D. Lighton at 20th Century Fox, and directed by Henry
Kostner.  It starred (rather improbably) James Stewart, as the eccentric
Professor Theodore Honey, who predicted the disaster of the newly commis-
sioned Reindeer aircraft, Marlene Dietrich as an aging film star, and Glynnis



Participant Biographies
David Weir – Speaker
Professor David Weir is Professor of Management at Ceram, a leading
French Grande Ecole, and Visiting Professor of Management Development at
Lancaster University. He has been working on Nevil Shute for several years
and is preparing a critical biography: gave presentations to the 1999, 2001
and 2003 Conferences in Albuquerque, Frankston and Southsea.  Recently
published: “Nevil Shute and the landscape of England" chapter in “Literary
Tourism” ed.  Michael Robinson and Hans-Christian Andersen: Continuum
Press: 2002. “Crafting a Virtual Destination: the technique of the popular nov-
elist”: International Conference on Virtual Destinations in the Tourism industry:
Dubrovnik: 2002

Graham Fricke – Speaker 
Graham Lewis Fricke was born in Melbourne Australia in 1935. After matricu-
lating at Melbourne High School, Graham commenced a law course at the
age of 17 at the University of Melbourne. On completing his law degree in
1956, he taught at the same law school before attending the University of
Pennsylvania as a Ford Foundation Fellow in 1958-9. 
During a short teaching stint at the University of Tasmania, Fricke wrote sev-
eral articles, including one on actions for breach of statutory duty that was
published in the prestigious Law Quarterly Review. 
Fricke then forsook academia and returned to Melbourne, where he practiced
as a barrister for a couple of decades between 1962 and 1983. In 1978, he
was appointed a Queen’s Counsel. In 1983 he was elevated to the County
Court of Victoria, the principal court for the trial of indictable offences in
Victoria and a court with an extensive civil jurisdiction. 
Fricke sat on the bench for more than 12 years before returning to academia
as Visiting Professor at Deakin University. He taught Federal Constitutional
Law, Trial Advocacy and Criminal Procedure for the next six years. 
He wrote a textbook on Compulsory Acquisition of Land in Victoria for Law
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Johns, as the flight attendant who grew to love the eccentric Mr. Honey.  This
is more good period film making, with horrible special effects and a few very
trite final scenes.  However, it is vintage Shute, and well worth seeing. 

A Town Like Alice (1951)
This version of A Town Like Alice, was produced at Rank Films, directed by
Jack Lee, and starred Virginia McKenna and Peter Finch.  It might best be
described as a film based on one half of a Nevil Shute novel.  It is well done,
but only covers the book through Jean’s discovery that Joe Harmon is alive,
and their first meeting thereafter in Australia.  Their blossoming love, and the
creation of ’a town like Alice’ is not covered.  Still, this is more vintage Shute
and very worthwhile. 

Please note, the majority of these movies are also available
for hire at any time through the Nevil Shute Lending Library.
For more details log onto: www.nevilshute.org  



Book Company (now Methuens) in 1975. A second edition, expanded to cover
all Australian jurisdictions, was produced in 1982, with interstate contributors. 
During his period on the bench, the judge switched his authorial attention to
lighter works. The first, Libels, Lampoons and Litigants, dealt with famous
Australian libel cases, involving politicians, actors, sporting celebrities etc. It
was published by Century Hutchinson in 1984. That was followed in 1986 by
Judges of the High Court of Australia (same publisher). Biographical profiles
on Australian prime ministers (Profiles of Power) were published by Houghton
Mifflin of Australia in 1990. Tales from the Courts was published by Lothian
in 1999. 
In 2004, the former Judge Fricke was invited by his old court to write a book
on the last 47 appointees to that court, that is, those appointed to the court
over approximately a decade. He completed that book, which is due to be
published in 2005. In 1999-2000, Fricke did editing work for the travel publish-
er, Lonely Planet. 

Babette Hills – Panel Discussion Leader 
Babette Hills works as a part-time librarian/river guide/swimming instructor.
She is a full-time reader.  Married over 30 years to Wayne Caruolo, they have
two sons.  Babette dabbles in skiing, tennis, indoor soccer, scuba, service
puppy raising, watercolor painting and napping.  She is a member of the
Colorado Nevil Shute Chapter where Art recruited her to work this conference. 

Dr. Fred Erisman – Speaker
Fred Erisman, Lorraine Sherley Professor of Literature Emeritus at Texas
Christian University in Fort Worth, Texas, was the 2002-2003 holder of the
Charles A. Lindbergh Chair of Aerospace History at the National Air and
Space Museum, Smithsonian Institution, in Washington, DC.  A specialist in
the popular literature and culture of the United States, he holds a Ph.D. in
American Studies from the University of Minnesota, and has published numer-
ous studies of science fiction, detective and suspense fiction, children’s litera-
ture, the Western, and, of course, Nevil Shute. 

Margo Ganster – Leader of Dramatic Reading
Program
Margo Ganster has lived in Albuquerque, NM since 1978.  She has enjoyed a
varied professional life.  She received her Masters degree in Library Science
from the Univ. of Illinois and worked as a librarian for 14 years.  She changed
careers and became a Human Resource person for 17 years.  Six months
before retiring from a large semiconductor manufacturing firm, she was
ordained into the Ministry of Divine Science..  She has decided she does not
want a physical plant, a flock or a board of trustees that go along with a church.
Instead, she works from her home creating and performing ceremonies (wed-
dings, funerals, memorial services, baby naming, house and business bless-
ings, cronings).  She offers individuals spiritual retreat at her home.  She offers
workshops and classes and she coaches individuals on their relationship to
money.  Margo was introduced to Nevil Shute by Dan Telfair.  She had just
retired in January 1999 and was happy to volunteer at the registration desk dur-
ing the first Nevil Shute conference held in Albuquerque.  Shute’s books have
become a mainstay in her reading life since.
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Shoshana Milgram Knapp – Speaker 
As Associate Professor of English at Virginia Tech (the largest university in
Virginia), Shoshana Milgram Knapp teaches detective fiction, comparative lit-
erature, film, and science fiction, in addition to the usual period and genre
courses. She has lectured at conferences in the U.S., Canada and the UK, as
well as at American universities and the Smithsonian Institution.  Her publica-
tions have included articles on Napoleon, George Sand, Victor Hugo, George
Eliot, Herbert Spencer, Victoria Cross, W. T. Stead, E. L. Voynich, John
Fowles, Henry James, Ayn Rand, Anton Chekhov, Fyodor Dostoevsky, and
Leo Tolstoy; last year, she had the privilege of writing an introduction for Nevil
Shute’s “The Seafarers”. Her current project is a biography of Ayn Rand’s life
up to 1957. 

John Anderson – Speaker 
John Anderson was born in Yorkshire and educated at Rydal School. He stud-
ied Mechanical Engineering at the University of Manchester and obtained
B.Sc. and M.Sc degrees. In 1974 he joined the National Centre of Tribology in
the UK as a Consultant on industrial problems of friction, lubrication and wear.
He  studied part time with the Open University on the History of Science and
Technology, presenting a thesis in 1986 on the history of wear and wear 
prevention. In 1990 he joined the Atlantic Group as Managing Director. John is
married with one daughter and lives in Cheshire. 
Since the UK2003 gathering, John, with other UK Shutists, has been actively
researching the life and work of Nevil Shute. 

Dan Telfair (El Supremo Emeritus) – Panelist
Dan Telfair is the Founder and Secretary/Treasurer of the Nevil Shute Norway
Foundation, the past host of the Centennial and OZ2001 celebrations, the
past Editor of the Foundation Newsletter, and  the past Manager of the Nevil
Shute Norway Web Site.   His most recent related accomplishment involved
editing and minor revisions to Nevil Shute’s unpublished manuscript “The
Seafarers”, resulting in the first Nevil Shute book to be published in over forty
years.  Dan is a retired US Army Ranger, paratrooper and pilot, retired busi-
ness owner, and retired organizational consultant, who spends his time flying,
travelling, and working the family airplane and hangar, and on Nevil Shute
projects.  His interest in Nevil Shute’s work dates to the late 50s when he first
read “On The Beach”.  Since retirement, that interest has become an obses-
sion.  Dan, his wife Zia, their German Shepherd Kokopelli and their CCI
puppy Shrader, share their home with Nevil Shute in New Mexico - the Land
of Enchantment.

Lillian Ruiz – Speaker 
Lillian Ruiz was born in Aspen, Colorado to Candace Cornell (daughter of Art
and Joan Cornell) and Felimon Ruiz from Jalisco, Mexico.  Once moving to
Denver she started kindergarten and, thanks to her mother, was home
schooled for first and second grade.  She then attended Crown Pointe
Academy, a charter school for third through sixth grade.  In the summer of
2000, when Lillian was 11 years-old, she was chosen to participate in an inter-
national peace camp in Bologna, Italy called Children’s International Summer
Villages or CISV.  During her sixth year of school she took up the violin with a
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private instructor.  She also helped illustrate her grandfather’s book about the
family heritage.  Auditioning in visual arts and violin she was accepted as an
orchestra major at the Denver School of the Arts, a middle school and high
school that focuses on the arts while maintaining regular core classes.  When
Lillian’s sister Olivia was 11 she also was chosen to participate in a CISV
camp in Guatemala and they started their own business to help raise money
for her to go.  The business is called Olian International Cookies & Mixes, LLP
(www.olian.biz).  The business has since won awards as well as recognition
from the media.  In January, 2005 Lillian participated in another CISV camp
as a 16 year-old Junior Counselor in Geelong, Australia.  Lillian started read-
ing Nevil Shute books when her grandfather started the chapter in Denver in
2001.  Her favorite book is In the Wet.  She has read over 10 Shute books. 

Robert Wester – Speaker 
Robert was born New York City, raised in Denver, CO. He received a
Bachelor of Arts and Science in Cell Biology from the University of Colorado,
Boulder, CO May 1974; Doctor of Medicine May 1978 from Creighton
University of Medicine, Omaha, NE.
Robert has been married since May 1978 to Christine Anne Wester. They
have three children Stephen age 20,  Annie age 17, and James age 9. He has
been in private practice in Obstetrics and Gynecology since August 1982 in
Denver, CO and is involved in resident education as clinical facility and
attending physician at St. Joseph Hospital Ob-Gyn residency in Denver, CO. 
His passions ...  my family, running, climbing the Colorado Fourteeners, 
reading books, organizing and facilitating two book groups and  spreading the
word about Nevil Shute. 

Art and Joan Cornell – Co-hosts of CapeCod2005 
Art was born and raised in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. Joan was born in
Baltimore, Maryland and raised in Detroit, Michigan. They met at Eastern
Michigan University and were married in 1955. They have four children and
seven grandchildren. 
Art worked for the Bendix Corporation for thirty-one years as a mathematical
engineer. He simulated the motion of airplanes, helicopters and space vehi-
cles on computers in order to solve engineering problems. Joan taught ele-
mentary school before children and was a substitute teacher after.. 
They both were introduced to Nevil Shute in 1983 when their neighbor, who
visited and loved Australia, gave them Trustee from the Toolroom. They start-
ed collecting and reading the Shute books. Soon Art realized he would like to
meet people who also liked them. In 1992 he started the Nevil Shute Society
with his Shute friend, Paul Shein. 

Laura Schneider – Panelist 
Laura Schneider is a Middle School Language Arts and Social Studies
teacher in New Jersey. Laura’s singular appreciation of literature derives from
the knowledge that every student values a well-told story. With Shute’s flair for
putting ordinary people in extraordinary circumstances, his timeless stories
perpetually resonate with both children and adults. Laura has authored three
books for children that feature animals who teach humans subtle but impor-
tant lessons. Indebted to Nevil Shute for introducing Australia to her through
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his novels and her travels, Laura continues to be drawn to the physical beauty
of Australia and the friendliness of Australians. 
Laura, her husband Phil and ever-appreciative rescued golden retriever Emily,
live in Central New Jersey.

John W. Cooper – Producer and Director of Screen
Play, Vinland the Good 
John W. Cooper has had a seafaring career of over forty years as a sailor in
the U.S. Navy and as a physical oceanographer at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution on Cape Cod and at the Southwest Research
Institute in Texas. This career has taken him from ice island ARLIS II in the
Arctic Ocean to many extended trips to the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific
Oceans and to the Caribbean and Mediterranean Seas and to the Gulf of
Mexico. As a navy junior he lived and went to school in China and the
Philippines before WWII. He has a BS degree in physics from William & Mary
and did graduate work in physics at Georgetown University and physical
oceanography at Texas A&M. For the past six years he was on the Board of
Directors of the Human Power Vehicle Association. In 1999 he attended and
wrote press releases for the Nevil Shute Centennial Celebration in
Albuquerque, NM. He is now retired and lives in San Antonio, Texas with his
wife Dorothy. 

Andrew Banta – Speaker 
Andrew Banta is a professor emeritus at California State University,
Sacramento, where he taught mechanical engineering from 1982 until retiring
in 2004; he was Department Chair for 5 years in the early 1990s. His most
recent research on the performance of a small gas turbine engine has been
presented at international conferences in Europe and the USA.  He presently
spends his time on a variety of activities many of which are related to automo-
biles, photography and book collecting.
He was first attracted by the engineering aspects of Nevil Shute’s writing; he

has been reading Shute’s writings and avidly collecting first editions for the
past 40 years. He has a particular interest in Shute’s unpublished works of
both fiction and non-fiction.  
He and his wife, Linda, have traveled extensively in Australia. While Andy and
Linda were visiting scholars at University of Technology, Sydney in 1996, they
lived in North Sydney for 6 months. Their most adventuresome travel was by
a trip by motor coach across the Nullarbor Plain with a one day stop at Eucla,
Western Australia. 
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HOLDING THE MIRROR
UP TO LIFE
Graham L Fricke
Hawthorn, Victoria
Australia 3122
Email: graton@bigpond.net.au

Most of us get our perspectives about the manners
and mores of earlier eras from films. Many of those films
are based on books. So we learn about Georgian and
Victorian England from novels by writers such as Jane
Austen and Charles Dickens, and from films based on
those books. Historians may prefer to use other
sources, but even they sometimes resort to fictional
depictions of customs. A perceptive journalist writing
about Shute in Time magazine suggested that posterity
might find his works ’a remarkably reliable portrait of
mid-twentieth century man and his concerns’. Shute in
fact reflected the customs and language of three distinct
milieus: pre-war England, the second world war in
Britain, and post-war Australia. His first five published
works (including What Happened to the Corbetts, which
anticipated war) and his first two novels, published
posthumously under the title Stephen Morris, deal with
the pre-war (or between wars) era. 

PRE-WAR ENGLAND
These novels depict Britain in a leisurely age in which

houseguests are greeted by butlers and young men are
honourable enough to desist from marriage until they
can afford to support their brides in decent comfort.
Italians are denigrated as ‘dagoes’, while Chinese are

called ‘chinks’. The weather is ‘perfectly beastly’ or
sometimes ‘perfectly devilish’. A meal is described as a
‘corking breakfast’, while a midday meal is a ‘rattling
good lunch’. Women are referred to as ‘the Flossies’,
and some of them are described as ‘damn good sorts’.
Another is disparaged as a ‘blue-stocking of the most
virulent description’. People gush that ‘It’s most frightfully
good of you’ or sometimes that ‘It’s awfully good of you’.
And so on. 

BRITAIN IN WARTIME
In his wartime novels, patriotism is a dominant consid-

eration, as is the clash the war poses between duty to
the nation and duty to one’s family. In Landfall, the
change in mores is emphasised by a romance between
two people of different social classes leading to their
marriage, something that would have been unthinkable
in the old class-ridden England. Mona, however, is a fast
learner. She takes lessons in elocution and deportment,
and learns to abandon the phrase ‘You didn’t ought to
do that’, in favour of ‘You should not do that.’ Ultimately
she learns to say, ‘You oughtn’t to do that’. Thus
equipped she becomes Flying Officer Chambers’ wife.

Plainly, the second world war revolutionised a number
of aspects of English life. It not only accustomed the
British to the idea of women participating in large num-
bers in the workforce, but it led to the breaking down of
old barriers, such as that which would have deterred
young women from going into a bar together. 

In Pied Piper, we gain some insights into grim wartime
conditions in both France and England. In France, the
situation is full of confusion and disruption. People are
ordered out of hotels, timetables are unprocurable,
trains are cancelled, and those that begin a journey start
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late and then fail to complete their journey. On and
adjoining the roads there is a cavalcade of people in lor-
ries, carts and on foot, pushing their belongings in hand-
carts and old prams. No-one pays much attention to
normal standards of dress or even hygiene. In London,
the populace is being bombarded by enemy bombs and
fires erupt from time to time. Citizens carry with them
gas masks, tin helmets and revolver-belts. During an
incendiary raid, the waiter informs the two members of
the club that there is a shelter available in the basement. 

Pastoral depicts the Royal Air Force and Women’s
Auxiliary Air Force in mid-war when the air force was
beginning to have some success in its raids on
Germany. It is set in the close, institutional, gossipy envi-
ronment of an air base in Oxfordshire where young men
and women are thrown together in daily contact, but
where a rigid, almost puritanical set of rules make inti-
mate relationships even riskier than office romances.
Those who are observed to be forming close relation-
ships run the risk of being transferred to another base.
In this difficult milieu, a romance develops between
Flight Lieutenant Peter Marshall and Section Officer
Gervase Robertson. 

Air force parlance creeps into descriptions of relation-
ships. When Gervase’s rejection of Peter’s premature
marriage proposal turns him into a difficult, irritable leader,
one of his crew tries to explain that ‘I think somebody shot
him down, sir.’ When the Wing Commander learns who
the suspect is, he replies, ‘A very nice girl... I’m sorry if
she shot him down.’ The Wing Commander, of a similar
age and family status to his creator, perhaps echoes the
author’s views when he reflects that courtships in the
intervals of night raids over Germany were difficult and
that, once troubles in relationships started, peace of mind
‘did not come till you were married’.

The next book to be published, Most Secret, was writ-
ten earlier than Pastoral, but its publication was prohibit-
ed on security grounds by the authorities. It is set in an
earlier stage of the war, in 1940-41. It concerns the use
by members of the English navy of a diabolical weapon,
a flame-thrower, to direct a torrent of fire at German
Raumboots patrolling the French coast, in an attempt to
improve the morale of the French. Shute, as Commander
Norway, was designing secret weapons and had in fact
experimented with a flame-thrower in the early stages of
the war. The hatred of the enemy engendered by the war
and the escalating brutality and desensitized feelings are
well delineated by the writer in this book. 

POST-WAR AUSTRALIA
Just as Nevil Shute’s flight to Australia in 1948 marked

an important transition in the author’s life, so did his next

book A Town Like Alice mark a transition in his writing. It
is set partly in pre-war England, partly in wartime
Malaya, and partly in Australia. But it looks to the future
of the nation that Shute was about to adopt, and more
than half of it is devoted to a story that culminates in the
development of a small town near the Gulf of
Carpentaria on the western side of Cape York Peninsula
by the protagonist, Jean Paget. She uses an inheritance
to construct a series of businesses in Queensland’s fic-
tional Willstown to make it a ‘town like Alice’, the out-
back town of Alice Springs in the very centre of
Australia’s three million square mile continent. 

In this book, Shute reveals his quick learning capacity
and keen ear for local argot with his depiction of Joe
Harman, who tells Jean that ‘Alice’ [Springs] ‘is a bonza
place’. As a slow talking Queenslander, Joe is credible,
although Shute has him saying ‘my word’ far too often.
Joe uses authentic expressions, such as ‘the Curry’ for
the town of Cloncurry, ‘gone walkabout’, ‘tucker’ and so
on. In an age that was not given to political correctness,
Aborigines are referred to as ‘boongs’, who are not
counted in Willstown’s population. Shute even antici-
pates a form of American-style segregation when he has
Jean and Joe discussing setting up a separate ice-
cream parlour for Aborigines.    

Shute effectively captures the nature of the outback life,
the camaraderie and the mutual dependence in times of
crisis, the use of radio transmitters to communicate
between homes and bases, the resourcefulness in emer-
gencies such as injuries and floods. With his narrative
skills, his ear for dialogue and his imaginative use of sto-
ries told to him, he manages to spin together a tale that
was sufficiently dramatic and engaging as to warrant a
novel, with varying editions, a film and a television series.

Before writing The Far Country, Shute had spent
months flying around Australia acquainting himself with
its peculiarities. Part of this time he spent in the Merrijig
district on the Delatite River, between Mansfield (called
Banbury in the book) and Mount Buller in north-eastern
Victoria. He soon picked up local speech patterns,
including the description of the district. Just as Alice
Springs was called ‘the Alice’ and Cloncurry became ‘the
Curry’, so was Merrijig referred to as ‘the Jig’. 

Shute had been an enthusiastic propagandist for the
country of his birth in his wartime novels. He became
just as keen a promoter of his new country in his post-
war novels. The father of the protagonist in The Far
Country, Jenny Morton, is a doctor who practises in
Leicester. He reflects on the declining standard of living
in England from an era when his father, also a doctor,
had servants and plenty of food to one in which people
depended on Australian generosity for food parcels.
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Under the Health Service, doctors work longer hours but
earn less than dentists. His daughter travels to Australia
and soon begins to rhapsodise about the country, as
does the man she meets, Carl Zlinter, a former doctor
from Czechoslovakia who is not permitted to practise in
Australia. He tells her how he loves his new country for
its freedom, its prosperity, its beauty, its open spaces
and its tranquillity. By contrast, all of the English charac-
ters in the book complain about controls, rationing, high
taxation and the dreaded Socialist government.

The fact that Zlinter is not allowed to practise medicine
without spending three years in an Australian hospital
receives ambiguous attention. In a country with an acute
shortage of doctors it seems rather rigid. Is it due to
prejudice or a well-founded desire to maintain stan-
dards? The standards of medical practice in some
European countries may be inferior (Rumania and
Albania get a mention), but a system of tests could sure-
ly sort out the good from the bad with a shorter qualify-
ing period. But when Zlinter tries to help out in an emer-
gency by treating two accident victims, he is dealt with in
a sympathetic manner by the coroner.

Shute seems to admire the sturdy independence of
Australians, such as Jack Dorman, who did not require
subordinates to salute him during the war, and who did
not mind Zlinter driving his vehicle without being
licensed. The police take a tolerant attitude to breaches
of licensing laws at Merrijig, for that keeps the drinkers
away from the busier traffic scene in Banbury.  

Shute’s next novel In the Wet, is based at the outset,
like much of the Australian section of A Town Like Alice,
in the Gulf Country of north Queensland, although signif-
icant portions are set in England. The title refers to the
‘wet’ season in the Australian tropics when deluges
occur and people occasionally hallucinate. Like Round
the Bend, it is one of his ‘serious’ works, with a mystical
flavour. 

Shute sometimes descends into language that today
would be regarded as politically incorrect. Thus David,
the quadroon, is called ‘Nigger’, while full-blood
Aborigines are called ‘boongs’. In these respects, Shute
is merely reflecting accurately the usages of the era.
The same applies to the Australians’ disparaging refer-
ences to some English migrants as ‘pommies’, and to
the ‘inferiority complex of an Australian’ that makes it
hard for him to understand why anyone would want to
come to Tharwa, near Canberra. 

Some of the author’s own views are reflected in the
pronouncements of his protagonists. His elitism is
revealed in the enthusiastic support for a system of multi-
ple voting, whereby citizens begin with one vote, but get
extra votes based on education, overseas travel and so

on. His support for personal autonomy is reflected in a
conversation between the Prince of Wales and ‘Nigger’
Anderson. The prince envies the pilot’s achievements
and lifestyle. Anderson disputes that he was ‘born lucky’,
adding that he was born in a ditch to a half caste girl.
Prince Charles replies that he was aware of that, but still
maintained that Anderson was born lucky: ‘You could
choose your life, and make it what you wanted it to be’. 

An Old Captivity and the
Early Days of Atlantic
Flight
Fred Erisman
Texas Christian University
featnasm@earthlink.net

Given the fascination of the Haki/Hekja tale, Nevil
Shute’s interest in the transmigration of spirits, and the
growing attraction between Donald Ross and Alix
Lockwood, readers tend to overlook the attention An Old
Captivity gives to the flight itself. A comment by a cus-
toms official late in the book, however, injects a new per-
spective. Inspecting the Lockwood group’s passports
upon their arrival in Halifax, he offhandedly remarks,
“We don’t get many Atlantic fliers in these parts.” Cyril
Lockwood, reflecting on the comment, muses, “I never
realised that we were putting ourselves into that distin-
guished category.”  In that quiet exchange, Shute opens
the door to a wholly new consideration of the book, one
in which the novel emerges as a rumination on the ado-
lescence of aviation and Atlantic flight. 

An initial reminder that comes from the novel is the rel-
ative youth of the airplane. The principal action of the
book is set in the spring and summer of 1933, only thirty
years removed from the Wright Brothers’ flight at Kitty
Hawk, six years later than Lindbergh’s flight to Paris in
1927, and a year past Amelia Earhart’s corresponding
solo Atlantic flight in 1932. The airplane is still a new,
evolving, and largely untested mechanism, and, almost
daily, serves as a tool for exploring just what the possibili-
ties of its technology may be. One such exploration is the
MacRobertson England to Australia Air Race of 1934.
Though its events postdate those of An Old Captivity,
Shute includes hints of it in his story. Funded by Sir
Macpherson Robertson, the competition was intended as
a proving ground for aircraft designs, commercial as well
as experimental, “for future air traffic development, and...
also to show in how short a time passengers can be
transported from Europe to Australia.” It drew sixty-four
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entrants from thirteen countries, although only twenty
craft, representing six countries, actually took part. The
winning aircraft, the British DeHavilland D.H. 88 Comet,
was built especially for the race; second place went to a
Douglas DC-2 flying a KLM commercial route, and third
place to a Boeing 247 borrowed from United Air Lines
and flown by Roscoe Turner. 

Significantly, not all those entering American ships in
the race were American nationals. One was the
Australian aviation notable Sir Charles Kingsford-Smith,
known for his long-distance flights across the Pacific,
who precipitated “howls of criticism from advocates of
‘buy Empire’ when [the] national hero chose a Lockheed
Altair with which to enter the race.”  Kingsford-Smith
stood firm, however, insisting that the British market had
nothing suitable for his needs, and Shute echoes his
determination in an exchange between Ross and Sir
David Lockwood’s secretary, Hanson. “Sir David would
very much prefer to use a British aeroplane,” Hanson
says. “Isn’t that possible?” Ross’s reply is to the point: “If
you want the best machine for flying in the North, you
must go to the States for it... The British manufacturer
hasn’t gone for that market.” And, when the secretary
expresses Sir David’s likely disappointment, Ross
shrugs: “I’ve got to tell him what machine is best for the
job. I only wish he’d start in building aeroplanes himself
to suit Canadian conditions.” (AOC 45) National pride
and prestige are all to the good, but the functional effi-
ciency and inherent quality of the machine must take
precedence. The evolution of the technology in the
United States has outstripped that of Great Britain; Ross
and Kingsford-Smith choose the craft best suited to their
needs, and unless innovative designers and builders
step in, the country will soon be left behind.

The MacRobertson Race explored aviation’s potential
for commercial passenger travel. A second glimpse of
the early days of Atlantic flight occurs when Shute pro-
poses exploration of the world, using the airplane’s
capacity for covering challenging terrain to open previ-
ously unknown parts of the world to mankind. (AOC 13)
Aerial exploration in the North Atlantic was in the news
in the 1930s, and Shute sees it as a noteworthy applica-
tion of the airplane.  Two such expeditions, both of
which were based in commercial enterprises, leave their
marks on An Old Captivity. One is the British Arctic Air
Route Expedition of 1931, a year-long exploration of
Greenland to determine “the most promising air route
from England to Winnipeg and British Columbia.”
Mentioning the expedition by name, Shute builds it into
his story. When Ross first hears of Lockwood’s plans, he
is delighted: “Greenland was in the news; Ross, and the
world with him, knew all about these Greenland expedi-

tions. They were recruited from young men, very
young... It would be a light-hearted affair of youth, a
brave business nonchalantly carried out. It would proba-
bly be a year of freedom from anxiety and of good fel-
lowship.” (AOC 15-16) Drawing upon his readers’
awareness of Greenland flights, Shute prepares the way
for the greater concerns of his story.

A second Greenland flight important to An Old
Captivity is that made by Charles and Anne Morrow
Lindbergh in the summer of 1933. Funded by Pan
American Airlines, they set out in a float-equipped
Lockheed Sirius to consider weather, terrain, and likely
base sites along Great Circle routes over the North
Atlantic from the United States to Europe. They left from
New York on July 9, 1933, flew along the North
American coast past Halifax and Hopedale, crossed the
water to Godthaab, went on to Julianehaab and
Angmagssalik, thence to Reykjavik, the Faroe Islands,
and Europe, arriving in Copenhagen on August 26,
1933. Their story, as chronicled by Anne Lindbergh, pro-
vides a factual background for much of what Shute
includes in An Old Captivity.

There are telling parallels between the Lockwood flight
and the Lindberghs’, in both detail and spirit. Although
Ross and the Lockwoods trace the route in reverse,
leaving from Scotland and ending in New York, they
touch at the same principal settlements and experience
many of the same sights and incidents (including a brief
stop at an Eskimo village and a lavish entertainment
given by a local official). Internal bits also echo the
Lindbergh flight. When Ross sketches out the route with
Lockwood, he refers to Hopedale as “practically back in
civilised parts,” and the don chuckles at “your idea of
civilised parts.” (AOC 72-73) Anne Lindbergh adds her
own take on civilization in the North when, she says, “in
retrospect from Hopedale..., I looked on [Cartwright] as
a hub of civilization.”  What’s more, Ross’s obsession
with the weight of the aircraft and its contents parallels
Charles Lindbergh’s. Every item carried about the
Lindbergh plane was weighed, whether an anchor at 37
pounds or a packet of surgical needles among the
emergency supplies at _ ounce.  For those of us for
whom overweight baggage is almost a thing of the past,
Ross’ s concern gives insight into some of the trials of
early flight. (AOC 79-82)

The final exploration that An Old Captivity takes up is
perhaps the most suggestive, for it involves aviation as
a key to the human self. From the outset, Shute intend-
ed the book to be one more instance of his recurring
theme of ordinary persons doing extraordinary things: “I
wanted this book to show that great flights are not made
by flash-in-the-pan heroes, but by men who can work
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eighteen hours a day at tiring, menial jobs... These are
the sort of men who made the great flights that estab-
lished civil aviation, and that was the sort of man I want-
ed to write about.”  Aviation may be a realm dominated
by technology and applicable to many commercial uses,
but its ultimate success inevitably requires the human
element – and that success will come only if human
skills at all levels are involved.

One obvious test is that of knowledge. Aviation is not
an undertaking for the ignorant; its success depends
upon knowledge of matters great and small, and no one
can say when any given piece of information may make
a crucial difference. We learn, early on, that Ross,
already a competent flier, quickly acquires the special-
ized knowledge to make him a successful Arctic bush
pilot. (AOC 10-11) This knowledge, in turn, makes him
attractive to Cyril Lockwood, and this is the knowledge
that, ultimately, makes the expedition a success. Beyond
his necessary understanding of piloting, navigation, and
logistics, Ross knows that even the color of the aircraft
is important. When Alix recoils at the brilliant orange of
their ship, Ross replies that it is “The most conspicuous
[color] there is, on any background... That colour shows
up like a flame, on any background – snow, or trees, or
grass, or water. It’s saved dozens of lives, that colour
has.” Alix, to her credit, is taken aback: “It was a new
idea to her that the colour of the paint might mean for
her the difference between living and enjoying life, and
dying in the wilderness.” (AOC 90) 

Ross is not the only flier to appreciate the importance
of vivid orange. In writing of her first trans-Atlantic flight,
as a passenger aboard the Fokker tri-motor, Friendship,
in 1928, Amelia Earhart remarks that the color of the
craft “was chosen... not for artistic effect, but because
chrome-yellow, its technical name, can be seen farther
than any other color. In case we had to come down, a
little bright spot bobbing about on the water would have
stood a better chance of attracting attention than one of
neutral tints.”  What is a new idea to Alix is common-
place among those proficient in flying in hazardous con-
ditions, and the expertise of the latter, fictional or real-
life, ensures the safety of the former.

A second test is that of the body, for flying carries its
physical demands as well as its challenges to knowl-
edge. Some of the demands are those of hard work;
Ross’s giving four hours to refueling the aircraft in
Reykjavik awakens Alix to the understanding that “it was
not courage, or resourcefulness, or ability that counted in
this game... It was the capacity to work efficiently at tir-
ing, menial tasks upon the ground that made great flights
a success.” (AOC 134-35) Ross accepts shifting heavy
weights, breathing nauseating fumes, and repeating

motion after motion as a necessary adjunct to the contin-
uance, and success, of the flight, just as he accepts the
dangers of the boredom that can come from hours of
uninterrupted, uneventful flight. When the three are
forced to return to Rekyjavik because of fog, the flight
drones on and on until Ross finds himself stupefied by
monotony. Fatigue takes its toll. He recognizes the haz-
ards, and only Alix’s unbending to talk inconsequentials
with him saves the flight from disaster. (AOC 144-145).

A final test of the human self provided by flight is per-
haps the most significant, for it involves the essential
nature of the human individual. Shute understands, and
conveys to us, the absolute necessity of total, candid
self-knowledge. The successful (and prudent) flier must
be able to judge circumstances realistically, and give pri-
ority to essential matters no matter how unpalatable
they may be. Once again in discussion with Sir David,
Ross speaks bluntly, though he knows his realism may
dissuade the industrialist: “I wouldn’t take this job if I had
to guarantee results, sir. It’s too unusual. I’ll do my best,
and in my judgment we can get the photographs... But
we may run into sheer bad luck... I shall play for safety
first. In that case, we may spend the money and show
no results.” At book’s end, his realistic self-assessment
of his mental state causes him to surrender what, for
him, has been the job of a lifetime. After landing in a
quiet bay at Cape Cod, he turns to Lockwood and says:
“I suppose you think I’m mad, sir... Probably I am. If so,
I’m not fit to fly for you any more... I’ve flown enough for
the time being, evidently. There comes a time when
you’ve just got to stop. It may be I shall never fly again.
In any case, I’m chucking up the job.” (AOC, 49, 329) As
realistic in his judgment of himself as he is of external
conditions, Ross chooses the route that he believes will
most directly bring the expedition to a safe ending.

Both of these qualities, commitment and realism, are
wrapped up in a final trait, that of determination. Ross
understands aircraft, he understands flying, he under-
stands himself, and he understands the needs of his pro-
fession. His determination to preserve the flight exacts its
toll upon him, testing his will as severely as it tests his
body, yet he carries on, and carries through. Unassuming,
careful, and efficient, he is, as Alix realizes (and Shute
intends) the epitome of the sort of person who carries out
a demanding task. In Halifax, herself prompted by the
customs agent’s off-hand remark, Alix reflects:

“Every step of the journey, considered at the time, did
not seem very difficult or very arduous; it was only when
you came to look back upon it as a whole that you saw
what a job it had been... They had never realised in
Oxford what the journey would be like; if they had had
the knowledge then that they had now, they might never
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have started at all. But the pilot, with his experience, had
known all about it. He had known the difficulties that they
would meet, and had not been afraid.” (AOC 317-318)

At the time of the story, five persons had flown the
Atlantic single-handedly, sixty-odd had crossed the
North Atlantic in heavier-than-air ships, and several hun-
dred had made the passage in dirigibles.  Atlantic flight
is still not to be taken lightly, and it takes persons of the
caliber of Donald Ross to make it feasible. Ross is,
indeed, the kind of person of whom Nevil Shute likes to
write, and his experience gives us insight into both avia-
tion and humanity.

Today we make Atlantic flights with little preparation and
in relative comfort, with only a modest outlay of money
and a moderate amount of inconvenience. We take for
granted safety and reasonable creature comforts, and
worry more about legroom and the film to be shown than
about the nature of the flight itself. Yet flight was not
always so, and An Old Captivity is a reminder of what has
gone before, giving us a provocative understanding of the
dangers that pioneering fliers faced and the efforts that
have led to our own happy situation. Shute’s novel is,
without doubt, a tale of two appealing young persons and
the odd interweaving of their lives, but it is also a substan-
tial and provocative dramatization of aviation history. We
can learn a great deal from its message.

KIDS READING SHUTE
Lillian Ruiz
Nevil Shute Denver Chapter
Westminster, CO 80030
lillian12388@hotmail.com

How old are most of the Nevil Shute readers? 40...
definitely. 60... yup. 30... maybe. 50... totally. 70... oh,
ya. But what about 10, 15, and 20? There are a couple
of generations of readers missing from the Shute
Gatherings. You can easily say there really aren’t any
kids reading his books. So how do you get kids reading
Nevil Shute?

I am 16 and I started reading Shute books when I was
12 when my grandfather started the Denver chapter and
asked my mom and me to become a member. The first
one I read was Pied Piper which is a really good one for
young readers because there are a lot of kids in it. A
child can identify better with a character that is his own
age. Had I read On the Beach I probably would never
picked up another of his books. After that I kept reading
the books because I liked the stories. In Pied Piper, I

had no idea what kind of plane flew over them or where
exactly they were all the time but I liked the kids and 
I felt like one of them in the story. I loved the adventure
and the suspense of that book which is what kept me
reading.

TECHNIQUES FOR READING
As each new book was selected to read and as I got

older my mom and I found it hard to finish the books
sometimes. Pied Piper my mom had read to me out
loud in bed at night and later on she started to give me
the book to read myself while she read at the same
time. We would agree on a certain chapter to stop at
and then we would talk about it and then we would take
turns reading out loud to each other. 

One time we were scrunched for time because we
were going on a road trip. My mom had worked in the
local library for awhile and knew that they had books on
tape. She found that they had the book we wanted and
got it for the road trip we were going on. 

When our chapter decided to read On the Beach, my
mom was worried about me reading it. I was 14 at the
time and she wasn’t sure if I would understand it or that
I would understand it and it would make me depressed
or something. So she found the movie and I watched it
by myself and later we talked about it. Now I am not
exactly looking forward to reading the book but I have
confidence that I will find it more interesting and impact
on my views about war compared to when I was 12..

ACCELERATED READER
I don’t know how familiar you are with Harry Potter but

my sixth grade teacher decided towards the end of the
year that she would read the first one out loud to us in
class at the end of the day. She was also the music
teacher and she was very energetic and fun. She would
read the book with a British accent and lots of enthusi-
asm. It was almost like a play. We weren’t just getting a
story read to us, it was really an experience. Everyone
loved it when she read to us. It was the best part of the
day.

After she had finished the book we were given a test.
The test was part of a program called AR or Accelerated
Reader. AR is a way to test a child’s reading compre-
hension. Usually at the beginning of the year kids are
testing on their reading ability on the computer by asking
them to give the definitions or finding a synonym for a
word in a multiple choice fashion. After that the student
is given a reading range. The range is two numbers like
5.2 to 6.3. The first digit is the grade and the last digit is
the time in the school year a normal student should be
able to read that particular book. So 5.2 is a fifth grade
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reading level in around the second month. 
There is a library in the school where all the books are

organized by this number range. The student can pick a
book anywhere between his or her range to check out
and read. It is suggested that the student read books
toward the higher end of his range to push him in his
reading so he can improve. After reading the book he
returns the book and tells the teacher he is ready to take
the test. The test is 10 questions and is usually about the
plot of the book. Depending on how high the reading level
is for the book and how the student scored on the test he
will get points. At certain times during school he can go
the AR Store and buy little toys and stuff with his points.
AR challenges students to read and read better.  This
tests how well an elementary student can follow the story.
Parents and teachers can request books to be part of the
program. A test is written for the book and can then be
bought and put on the shelves of the school library. 

ANALYZING A BOOK
AR is used for elementary but how do you get high

school kids interested in literature? My freshman literature
class taught about literary terms and their meaning.
Literary terms are the tools used to analyze a book to
give a deeper meaning and understanding. This class
also taught us how to use them and how authors use
them. By reading novels and finding these literary terms
we developed a better understanding of the books we
read. The process began with reading a few chapters at a
time and then taking a quiz that not only tested us on the
story line but what the significant events meant in life in
general or specifically to that character. There would then
be a discussion which evoked creative and deeper think-
ing of what the author might be saying with his book. 

Probably the most important term, and the one that
should be thoroughly discussed, or thought about it, is
the Theme of the book. The Theme is a statement about
life a particular work is trying to get across to the reader.
Babette Hill form the Denver Chapter concluded after
reading Requiem for a Wren that three themes were:
consequences of actions, life after war, and “my own
country” or patriotism.  After studying a book in this man-
ner it blossoms into a statement of self-awareness and
the hardships of being in love rather than war.

Literature is simply not a black or white situation;
instead, there are many gray areas much the way that
life is. Everyone looks at a situation differently based on
their prior knowledge and values that make each piece of
literature have a different impact on that person. I
encourage that the book clubs be more of an intellectual
overview of the books. I think sometimes our chapter
does this in their discussion without even knowing it and

it improves the discussion greatly. On a last note, every-
one reads, analyzes, and interprets a book differently.
Whether they are 10 years-old or 70 years-old each of
Nevil Shute’s books have a different message for each
reader, young or old. But it is up to them to understand it.

If you would like to learn more about Accelerated
Reader visit their Web Page at
http://www.renlearn.com/ar/default.htm

Office Locations-USA, UK, Canada, and Australia
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Accelerated Reader,

http://www.renlearn.com/ar/default.htm, 2005
PinkMonkey® Literature Notes “Comment on the

Study of Literature” pinkmonkey.com, 2000 
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Section 1 The Toraplane and Landfall
1. Introduction

Between leaving Airspeed in 1938 and joining the
Navy in June 1940, Nevil Shute wrote three novels,
made a visit to the United States and worked with his
old boss from R-100, Sir Dennistoun Burney, on gliding
torpedoes. In his biography of Shute, Julian Smith [1]
devotes one paragraph to this work. Smith provides little
detail but says that by May 1939 Burney had found
Admiralty support for the gliding torpedo project.
However the official papers from both the Admiralty and
the Air Ministry on this work exist at the UK National
Archives. The purpose of this paper is to unravel the
story of the Toraplane (the gliding torpedo), from the offi-
cial records, highlighting the part played by Shute. 

Sir Dennis Burney was the key figure in the Toraplane
story and he was, to a great extent, a patron and mentor
of Nevil Shute. Very little has been written about him
compared with Barnes Wallis and it is appropriate to
provide some biographical detail. This is given in
Section 2.

The background to most of Shute’s novels came from
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his own real life experiences and perhaps none more so
than in writing “Landfall”, in which he drew immediately
from the work and people he was engaged with during
his time on gliding torpedoes. In a remarkable fashion
he adapts the events he is, or has just, experienced to
the story he tells and weaves them into a novel to which
his readers can relate.

2. The Toraplane.
Julian Smith writes that “Burney shared very strongly

his protégés (Shute’s) conviction that Britain had frit-
tered away the time she should have spent arming for
war with Germany” (a view also held, most famously, by
Winston Churchill). Being an exnaval officer and given
his background in World War I, it is not surprising that
Burney’s attention turned to methods of aerial attack on
ships. A perceived problem with attacking ships with tor-
pedoes dropped by aircraft was that, because the air-
craft needed to get close to stand any chance of hitting
the vessel, it would be vulnerable to the vessel’s anti-air-
craft fire. Torpedoes also had to be dropped from low
level (less than 100 feet) to avoid damage on hitting the
water. Although the Admiralty Torpedo Design
Committee had considered gliding torpedoes, very little
work on them had been carried out. In March 1939
Burney offered to provide the Admiralty with gliding tor-
pedoes to his design for trial purposes. These would be
built at his own expense if the Admiralty would under-
take to co-ordinate the tests and thus began the story of
the Toraplane as Burney christened it [2]. This was not a
trivial project and was to consume hundreds of man
hours and a considerable amount of money and scarce
resources, but had backing at the highest level.

The idea was simple enough – fit wings, a tailplane
and rudder to a standard 18” torpedo. When released it
would thus glide for some distance before shedding its
wings just prior to hitting the water. Then it would
behave as a conventional torpedo and run underwater
to its target. This would mean that the torpedo could be
launched further from the target while the aircraft was
beyond the range of anti-aircraft fire. Burney’s Broadway
Trust Company designed and built the Toraplanes but
used the workshop facilities at the Torpedo Development
Unit, RAF Gosport. By mid summer 1939 Shute had
been engaged by Burney as a consultant both on this
project and others that Burney had in hand. Indeed
Burney made the point at a high level meeting with the
RAF in September 1939 that “the design of the
Toraplane wings was the result of careful preliminary
calculations by Messrs Norway and Hansel” Sydney
Hansel was an Airspeed designer recruited by Burney.

The wings are clamped to the torpedo body by a steel
band. Twin rudders and elevators are fitted on the tail,

the rudders being controlled by a gyro. To detach the
wings and tail unit a paravane unwinds from a cable.
The paravane is essentially a small aerodynamic body
with inverted aerofoils. The paravane, trailing beneath
the torpedo, hits the water first and the snatch shears
the bolt on the wing clamp. Two cables link the wings to
the tail assembly so both wings and tail unit detach
together. On entry into the water the torpedo runs to its
target in the normal manner.

3. The Toraplane trials.
The trials of the Toraplane were originally scheduled

to begin in July 1939 and the key naval person was the
Commander-in-Chief Portsmouth, Admiral Sir William
James. His staff would arrange the trial location, liaise
with the RAF Station Gosport which provided the aircraft
(a Fairey Swordfish) for dropping the weapon. In late
July Burney wrote to Admiral James saying that there
would be some delay in beginning the trials because the
Toraplanes were not ready.

The first trial was on 14th August 1939 and marked
the beginning of about 60 trials that lasted well into
1940. The original test area was a zone 9 miles radius
some 20 miles off St. Catherine’s point, the southern-
most point of the Isle of Wight. Many of the trials were
filmed and photographed and on some occasions a sec-
ond aircraft was provided for aerial observation. Both
Shute and Hansel, were frequent observers either from
the sea or air. Some of the trials were recorded on ciné
film and some of these film shots still exist and are
archived in the Imperial War Museum.

There were a mixture of successes and failures for
many parameters had to be taken into account – the
height and speed of the aircraft, the angle of the
Toraplane relative to the aircraft, the dihedral and posi-
tion of the wings and the gyro system. One by one vari-
ous dropping parameters were tried but very often the
glide time was inadequate or the angle of entry into the
sea was wrong or the glide was unstable. There was
however sufficient progress to keep the Admiralty inter-
ested and by the 12th trial in October 1939 they agreed
to take over the funding of the work. Up till then the
development work had been funded entirely by Burney’s
company, who claimed that his staff costs were running
at £1000 per month (although Shute was an unpaid con-
sultant). The support of Admiral James was important.
He was initially an enthusiastic supporter of the Burney
Toraplane and wrote to Churchill, who was appointed
First Lord of the Admiralty on 4th September 1939, ask-
ing for funds to be made available. £1000 was initially
authorised by Churchill. Later this budget was increased
to £20,000. Churchill was kept fully in the picture both by
letters from Admiral James and also by Professor
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Lindemann, a long-standing friend of Churchill’s, whom
he appointed a scientific advisor to him at the Admiralty.

Throughout the autumn and winter of 1939 the trials
continued, sometimes two per day but there were gaps
of several days when production of Toraplanes was held
up by shortage of materials and on more than one occa-
sion by lack of gyros.

4. The R.A.E. Toraplane and the T.D.D. Committee.
In late autumn 1939 the Royal Aircraft Establishment,

Farnborough, produced their own design of gliding tor-
pedo. Spurred into action by what Burney’s team had so
far achieved, they pressed forward with their version
which differed from Burney’s by having gyros in the
wings to control ailerons and rudder and which was a
more universal design that could easily be adapted to
gliding bombs. Anxious to maintain the project for the
Admiralty, but wishing to avoid conflict, Churchill pro-
posed the setting up of a committee with Admiralty, RAF,
RAE and civilian representatives to co-ordinate the
work, and this was agreed by the Air Ministry. Thus the
T.D.D Committee came into being, holding its first meet-
ing at Admiralty House, Portsmouth on 28th October
1939. Admiral James chaired the meetings and
Professor G.P.Thomson acted as an independent scien-
tific advisor. Thomson was then professor of physics at
Imperial College, London and was recruited as an aero-
dynamics advisor. Air Marshall Sir Philip Joubert, repre-
senting the RAF, was the third senior figure on the com-
mittee.

Burney and Shute attended this and subsequent
T.D.D. meetings where Shute is recorded as “Mr
Norway, assistant to Sir Dennis Burney”; in later meet-
ings he is referred to as “Mr.N.S.Norway B.A. F.R.Ae.S”.
The principal outcome of the meetings was cooperation
between the Admiralty and R.A.E Farnborough and this
resulted, early in 1940, in a parallel programme of tests
on both the Burney and RAE Toraplanes It became
clear as the trials unfolded that the RAE design was
superior. It was better in its stability and control than
Burney’s and, moreover, was more universally adapt-
able. In March 1940 Admiral James reported that “at a
meeting at the Air Ministry, attended by the TDD
Committee it was decided to focus all attention on
developing the RAE Design”. Although a training
squadron was formed for gliding torpedoes, it was never
used in action and by the end of 1941 the whole project
had been abandoned, principally because it could not be
dropped with predictable accuracy.

5. The Toraplane aiming sight.
In order to launch the Toraplane accurately an aiming

device was necessary and this was another aspect in
which Shute was closely involved. In conjunction with

Messrs Cooper, Gauss and Spencer of the
Gramophone Company at Hayes in Middlesex, a gyro
stabilised aiming sight was developed. A gyroscope pro-
vided a stable artificial horizon against which the target
could be viewed by an arrangement of half-silvered mir-
rors. From this the angle of launch could be computed.
Shute spent a considerable amount of time at Hayes
during the winter of 1939-40 working with them on the
sight. At TDD sub committee meeting on 8th January
1940 it was reported that “Mr Norway produced a sight
designed by the Gramophone Company and explained
that the aim was to produce an accurate gliding angle
and that the computer could be operated by the second
member of the crew. On the Swordfish the sight was
situated on the starboard side of the windscreen.” Also
“three of these sights were being manufactured and one
would be ready for trial in an aeroplane on 17th January.
The other two were expected by the end of January.”

At the same meeting “No computer for ship speed
and direction had been designed but Mr.Norway con-
sidered that he could get out a design in 2 week’s time.
The box would probably be large and the gyro angle
would be indicated on a dial” In the event the equip-
ment was found to be too large to fit into a Swordfish. In
the spirit of cooperation some of the sight’s features
developed by Shute were used in a sight produced by
RAE and which was fitted for trial purposes in a
Blackburn Botha aircraft.

6. Three men on a yacht
In November 1939 the Admiralty yacht HMS Grive had

been made ready and put “at the disposal of Sir Dennis
Burney and his party” and this was their base for the
Toraplane trials from November 1939. A number of let-
ters and memos from Burney at this time are addressed
from aboard HMS Grive. According to Julian Smith,
quoting a letter from Sydney Hansel, this was “a huge
commandeered yacht stocked with good food and fine
wines.” The yacht not only provided accommodation but
had facilities for recovery of the torpedoes after the trial.
Photographs of HMS Grive show that it did indeed pro-
vide accommodation with some luxury for the Burney
team. The results of the Toraplane trials would have
been discussed aboard this vessel and also, no doubt,
the other projects that Burney had in mind.

If he thought about it at all during this period of great
activity, Shute may have had a sense of déjà vu. Had he
not written about such a thing – Sir David Fisher,
Stephen Morris and Rawdon working aboard Sir David’s
yacht on an aviation project in the novel “Pilotage” which
he had written then shelved more than 15 years earlier.
Perhaps life had to some extent imitated art.

7. Shute’s departure for the Navy.
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By March 1940 it was clear that the Burney Toraplane
development had come to an end: work on the RAE
design would continue. Given these factors, and with the
end of the phoney war in June 1940, bringing a threat of
imminent invasion, it is not surprising that Shute decided
that he must abandon theoretical work to go and fight.
He joined the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve following
the call for “elderly yachtsmen”. He believed he could
put his sailing experience to practical use. In June 1940
he went to HMS King Alfred for officer training and had
only been there for a few days when he was sought out
and interviewed by Charles Goodeve and recruited to
DMWD. An experienced aeronautical engineer, a
yachtsman, and with recent experience of working on
secret projects, Shute must have seemed God’s gift to
Goodeve.

8. The background to “Landfall”
So here was Shute in the latter part of 1939 and early

1940 involved in a secret development project, regarded
as highly important by the Navy. He was attending high
level meetings chaired by an Admiral, with an eminent
professor acting as advisor. He was observing and wit-
nessing trials of the weapon at sea and was aware of
rivalry between RAE (and probably the Air Force) and
the Admiralty. The Burney team were under pressure to
produce results.

Nearly all of Shute’s novels draw on his own experi-
ences and the characters in them by people he met. For
example the experiences on his flight to Australia
inspired “Round the Bend” and “A Town like Alice”. With
Landfall the connection between events in the novel and
reality is even more immediate. In the novel Jerry
Chambers is posted to the “Marine Experimental Unit” at
Titchfield to pilot an aircraft on trials of a secret weapon.
Meetings are held at Admiralty House, Portsmouth
chaired by “Admiral Sir James Blackett” Professor
Legge is the scientist, a character most likely modelled
on his other mentor, Barnes Wallis. Trials at sea are
observed from a trawler. However for obvious security
reasons Shute could not mention the actual weapon –
the Toraplane – so he based the fictional work on mag-
netic influences around a ship used to trigger a weapon.
Shute may well have known of the use of coils fitted to a
Wellington bomber for detecting submarines by their
magnetic field, work on which Barnes Wallis had been
involved.

One can imagine Shute, attending meetings and
working closely with both Naval and Air Force people,
observing events and characters and storing them away
to be woven into his novel. Trawlers were used to ferry
observers to the trials and Shute may well have seen
and overheard the naval divers preparing to recover tor-

pedoes after dropping which he used in Landfall when
divers descend to the Caranx.

For interest Table 1 is a comparative list of characters
from Landfall and the people in the Toraplane project.

Section 2 – Sir Charles Dennistoun Burney 1

We know that Shute worked for Burney on the R-100,
but what is less well known is that they worked closely
together a decade later on weapons development for
the coming war.

Burney was born on December 28th 1888, the son of
Admiral Sir Cecil Burney. Sir Cecil was second in com-
mand of the British Fleet at the Battle of Jutland in
1916. Dennis was educated at Marlborough School
and at Ranelagh and, like his father, joined the Navy.
In the First World War he commanded various ships,
but his main interest was in finding ways to protect
vessels from mines. He invented a device called the
paravane, underwater hydrovanes designed to cut the
cables of mines. A number of naval vessels were fitted
with this device which proved to be successful in deal-
ing with underwater mines without danger to the ves-
sel. Later on a variation called an otter was developed
for merchant vessels.

Burney received no financial reward from the Navy for
his invention, but he was allowed to patent it and
received royalties. It is recorded that royalties he
received totalled £350,000, a not inconsiderable sum for
the time, and thus made him a fairly wealthy man

[5]. His London house was 20 Carlton House Terrace,
a very fashionable address, and he also had a country
house at Baynards Park in Surrey.

As is well known he set up the Airship Guarantee
Company to promote his Imperial Airship scheme after
long discussions with the board of Vickers Ltd. So
keen was he to promote the cause of airships that he
became a Member of Parliament in 1922 for the
Uxbridge constituency and he retained the seat until
the General Election of 1929. He became an MP, not
merely to represent the electors of Uxbridge, but so
that he could exert political pressure in his cause. For
that was his way; throughout his life he seems to have
courted support for his schemes from influential people
in high places. This applied to Airships and also to his
gliding weapons work. 

Burney recognised talent when he saw it and enlist-
ed Barnes Wallis, then the most successful airship
designer in Britain, to the R-100 team. Although initially
he had his own calculator, J.E.Temple, it is more than

1 Burney was always known in the Navy by the first name of
Dennis. In correspondence he signed himself as C. Dennis Burney
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likely that Burney himself recruited Shute as an aspir-
ing young aeronautical engineer. Shute had respect
and admiration for both men for in “Slide Rule” after
saying that Wallis “was the greatest engineer in Britain
at that time and for twenty years afterwards” he goes
on to say this of Burney: –

“Sir Denis Burney, our Managing Director, was
equally outstanding; he had the keenest engineering
imagination of anyone that I have ever met, coupled
with great commercial sense. He had the ability to
stand back and take a birdseye view of an entire
industry... .And here he would put forward some
entirely novel scheme such as nobody had ever
thought of before, grandiose perhaps, but based on
the soundest engineering principles” (Slide Rule p90)

As Shute notes, temperamentally Wallis and Burney
were poles apart. Burney was the man with grandiose
schemes, cultivating influential people, impatient with
progress and not averse to all night gambling sessions,
whereas Wallis was cautious, methodical, immersed in
detail and with a rather ascetic lifestyle. Wallis grew to
dislike Burney intensely for what he perceived as med-
dling and interfering; as R-100 neared completion and
his attention turned to aircraft design, he spent an
increasing amount of time away from Howden. Thus it
was that Shute assumed more responsibility and his
promotion to Deputy Chief Engineer was no doubt
endorsed by Burney. It was Burney and Shute who
represented the manufacturers on the R-100’s historic
flight to Canada and back in 1930 (Wallis had wanted
to go but this was vetoed by his superiors at
Weybridge). Moreover when Burney published his
book “The World, the Air and the Future” [6] in 1929 it
was to Shute, rather than Wallis, that he had turned to
write a chapter on “Heavier-than-Air Craft”. This chap-
ter by Shute is interesting for the views he puts forward
on likely aircraft development in the future.

9. The Burney Amphibian.
If Sir Dennis Burney was a man of imaginative

schemes and grand visions, then the Burney
Amphibian was probably the most ambitious of them
all and in the mould of his visionary Imperial Airship
Scheme of the 1920’s. Having set in train the develop-
ment of the Toraplane, Burney went on to promote a
scheme for what was an in effect an airborne aircraft
carrier. By early 1940 drawings, specifications and per-
formance figures had been produced for the Burney
Amphibian a huge aircraft of 180 ft wingspan with 6
engines of 2000 HP each This twin hulled monster,
with accommodation for a crew of up to 22, would be
capable of carrying “satellite fighter” aircraft within its
wings, the idea being that these satellite aircraft could

be launched and also retrieved in flight [8]. This is the
airborne aircraft carrier referred to by Julian Smith.

Burney’s proposal, as set out in a memo the Air
Ministry, was that a US aircraft company could take out
a licence to manufacture them. Indeed “prior to the
war the Martin Company informed me through my
agent in Philadelphia that they were prepared to build
these boats in 2 years to my general specification” The
estimated cost per aircraft was one and a quarter mil-
lion dollars. Burney contrasted this with the cost of a
conventional aircraft carrier (about $25 million) arguing
that several Amphibians could be built for the same
cost and would provide a greater speed and search
area than could be achieved by a single ship.

The drawings and specifications of the Amphibian,
dated in early 1940, are signed by Sydney Hansel but
as Shute, Hansel and Burney were working in such
close collaboration at that time, it can be assumed that
Shute was closely involved with the Amphibian project,
probably in a consultative capacity. The proposal was
put to the Air Ministry by Burney and was turned down
by them, the specification being regarded as “fantastic”.

10. The Second World War and later.
Throughout the wartime period Burney continued to

invent and to patent new weapons – a recoil-less gun,
rocket propelled bombs, new types of mine and he was
an occasional visitor to the DMWD offices in search of
help and advice, being treated as an elder statesman
and impressing young officers with his grand manner.
As Pawle [9] recounts, after one meeting on the Hajile
project, he observed to a DMWD officer “Young man ...
you’ll never get anywhere without Cabinet support”.

Two comments on Burney can serve to illustrate the
opinion that others had of him. This is from the
Managing Director of Alvis: – “I have known Burney for
many years... I always admired his indomitable energy-
I know his technical deficiencies but I am always pre-
pared to have an open mind believing that some day
and in some way he may possibly produce a rabbit
from under his hat”.

The following quote is from Sir Henry Tizard, a very
well respected scientist, and was written in reply to a
request by the Air Ministry when asked to assess the
potential of the Chordal Engine. “Sir Dennis Burney
and his friends invite a lack of sympathy in their
schemes through never acting frankly, and revealing in
their conversations with Ministers what has previously
happened and what promises they have made and
failed to fulfil. In spite of the past history of Sir Dennis
Burney’s various schemes I always try to keep an open
mind in case he brings along anything useful, as he is
active and energetic”.
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After the War Burney continued to be active, turning
his attention to methods of freezing fish at sea. In all
his name is associated with over 80 Patent applica-
tions showing a wide range of interests. He was appar-
ently still active into his seventies and died in Bermuda
in 1968 at the age of 79.

It is also easy to see why Shute would have admired
Burney for his energy and determination, for his willing-
ness to get things moving in the face of official obsta-
cles and doubts and for his visionary imagination and
enterprise. These were characteristics that the two had
in common. Yet whether Burney’s schemes showed
“great commercial sense” or were based “on the
soundest engineering principles” is open to question.
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INTRODUCTION
Nevil Shute is best known for the 22 novels published

during his lifetime. This very successful literary career is
bracketed by a series of unpublished short stories which
were probably witten before publication of his first novel,
“Marazan” and an unfinished novel, “Incident at Ucla”
which he was writing at the time of his death. An addi-
tional short story was written sometime later, presum-
ably the middle 1930s. Typescripts of these works are in
the National Library of Australia in Canberra, ACT. This
study examines these unpublished works and compares
them to Shute’s published works and each other.

SHORT STORIES
Basic Plots:

“Before the Mail” (1) is basically a Swiss skiing vaca-
tion romance between a rather common Englishman,

26 Nevil Shute
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Donald Burton and the
heiress to a Canadian
lumber fortune, Marjorie
McAlpine. It is told in
three parts; the first is
narrated by a friend of
Donald; the second part
is told by Marjorie’s
friend who is acting
more or less as a chap-
erone. Basically the
romance is going nicely
until someone recog-
nizes Marjorie and starts
a great deal of gossip
which brings it to an end when an unflattering cartoon is
posted in the ski lodge. The third part is narrated by a
Reverend Cyril Stedman and is a weak attempt to bring
some closure to Donald’s story. While others have minor
roles, this is really a story about Donald, Marjorie and
her friend.  

“Tudor Windows” (2) is a story about a 16th century
house which is haunted. The principal characters are
the narrator and his friend Jonas, owner of the house.
Women who live in he house all die at the age of 43.
After the death of the latest tenant, the narrator and
Jonas find a hidden room which has a lady’s dressing
table with personal items and a sketch of a woman who
looks very much like the all the others who have died in
the house. 

“Knightly Vigil” (3) is a story about a pilot, Mr.
Cratchett, on the night before he leaves on a trans-
Atlantic flight from the UK to the USA. He really wants to
write a letter to his girlfriend, Elsa, in Johannesburg but
keeps getting interrupted by phone calls from reporters,
an oil company representative, etc. In the end he writes
Elsa a short note and leaves for the airfield.

“In the Uttermost Parts of the Sea” (4) is classic Nevil
Shute at its best. It is set on a British aircraft carrier, the
Victorious, on maneuvers in the Atlantic in 1932 where
the crew and the captain are enthraled by an American
movie actress who is also an aviator. The carrier
receives word that the actress and her navigator are
down in the ocean, fortunately in a seaplane. The
Victorious launches 14 planes to look for the downed
aircraft. While they are successful, strong winds arise
and it becomes almost impossible to land the planes on
the carrier. No one dies but a couple people are injured
and several planes are lost. The captain of the
Victorious is unceremoniously retired, marries the
actress and takes up residence on the 9 ton yacht,
Runagate. 

“Piuro” (5) is the story of an earthquake in the Italian
town of the same name. The principal character is
Benevouli who first notices his neighbor’s bees have left
their hives. While this strange occurrence is being dis-
cussed by the town, a woodsman, Andaroso report trees
shaking and a ruptured tank. Panic sets in; people start
to leave. The last line states that the town is buried under
60 feet of earth and it is now covered with chestnuts.

Analysis:
While these stories are well written, none of them are

literary award material. “Before the Mail” and “In the
Uttermost Parts of the Sea” are the best stories; the lat-
ter isn’t very believable. “Tudor Windows” and “Piuro”
are not quite as good; “Knightly Vigil” is the poorest.
“Piuro” is a very different from anything else Shute wrote
which leads to the question is he really the author? This
question is supported by the appearance of the type-
script which is in a different font and has none of the
penciled in corrections found in virtually all of Shute’s
typescripts. It is the only typescript lacking the author’s
name. Three of the stories have some relationship to
aviation. In the case of “In the Uttermost Parts of the
Sea” and “Knightly Vigil” it is obvious. Donald Burton,
the protagonist in “Before the Mail” was a military pilot
prior to the time of the story. “In the Uttermost Parts of
the Sea” is the only story with reference to sailing.

All of these stories have a relatively small cast of char-
acters with two or three main characters. As is common
in short stories, the plots are relatively simple with the
most complicated being “Before the Mail” which is told
by three different narrators. Three are set in England,
one is primarily set in Switzerland with references to
England and Canada; one is set in Italy. That is, places
that were know to Shute. It is interesting to note that
part of the action in his early novel, “So Disdained” also
takes place in Italy. The question of the place of colo-
nials versus true Englishmen–a theme which shows up
all through Shute’s writing–appears in “Before the Mail”.

INCIDENT AT EUCLA
Text Material:

“Incident at Eucla” (6) is the book Shute was working
on when he died. As noted by Julian Smith, his fatal
stroke occurred while he was typing the manuscript.
Thus it is necessary to analyze it on the basis of the 30
pages of typescript and eight pages of hand written
notes which are in the National Library of Australia.
Much of the action takes place in the building that was
the telegraph station at Eucla, a very small town on the
Great Australian Bight very close to the border between
Western Australia and South Australia. 
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Based on the notes, the story is an allegory of the
Christmas story complete with virgin birth, wise men,
gifts of the magi and a couple miracles thrown in for
good measure. As is obvious from “On the beach”, in his
later years, Nevil Shute was very concerned about
nuclear warfare and the consequences thereof. Much of
this concern seems to be based on a talk by Charles
Noel Martin, a French Physicist, in 1954. One purpose
of writing “Incident at Eucla” was to further deal with
these issues and, in my opinion, give some hope for a
better future. 

The notes are pencil written in a neat but small hand
which is difficult to read, especially from a photo copy.
Apparently Shute’s original idea was to write a play but
he changed his mind and started to write the story as a
novel. The notes do lay out the rather large cast of char-
acters with a very brief description of most of them.
They also lay out the plot in general terms. While the
notes and typescript give a good indication of where the
novel was going, there isn’t enough to actually get a
complete picture.

Story Synopsis:
The story starts in Yorkshire, England; the wife of the

metallurgist protagonist, William Spear, has just died
after a long illness. Much of the opening chapter is
devoted to the tidying up of her affairs which builds the
character of William Spear; e. g. he gives her car to her
sister. It also introduces a marvelous new metallic alloy,
Spearite 46. This alloy is extremely hard and strong; the
principal use discussed is an edge for knife blades. At
the suggestion of his boss, Spear embarks on a trip to
Australia with two purposes; first, to visit with the com-
panies in Australia who deal with the company’s prod-
ucts. Secondly, Spear wants to place a plaque in
Ceduna, South Australia, where his son was died dur-
ing World War II. Essentially the plan is to go by ship to
Perth in Western Australia, buy a Holden station wagon,
drive across Australia stopping at Ceduna to place the
plaque and then makes a second stop to talk with
Broken Hill Proprietory, (sic) Ltd. At this point he would
sell the station wagon and fly home via the United
States with a stop in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to talk
with Comsteel Inc.

The trip to Perth is passed over very quickly. In Perth,
Spear meets with the company’s representative and
gets outfitted for the drive across Australia. This part of
the story is based on Shute’s own travel—according to
Julian Smith (7)--in about 1955. In 1960 when the story
was being written the Eyre Highway across Western
and South Australia was a two lane unpaved road sub-
ject to flooding in the wet season. As you might expect,

our protagonist runs into flooding and is more or less
stranded with many others at Eucla. About fifteen peo-
ple are being housed in the old telegraph station, a
rather large stone building which still exists but is now
buried under the sand. They include a young woman
and her hired stockman who are transporting a bull and
a farmer with a truck loads of pigs. There also is a sci-
entist by the name of Heimfield who appears to be one
of the wise men. The role of many of the others is
unclear. Other than William Spear, the two most impor-
tant characters are Joseph a carpenter who is part abo-
rigine and his wife Daydream Mary who is “great with
child”. The trucks with the bull and the pigs are brought
in through large doors. This is the point at which the
typescript ends.

The notes indicate even more additional characters;
the most important ones are a British and an Australian
scientist, the other two wise men. The gifts of the magi
are: Gift of oil to Australia through brown coal, defense
against nuclear radiation and a gift of water for Australia
by magnetic distillation of sea water. While being pure
fantasy, the notes do include some rough calculations
for the last item.

The indicated miracles include feeding a large num-
ber of people with “five tins of bully beef and two of
salmon” and “the 1935 Ford coupe carrying Joe and
Mary . . . over bad pot holes to amazement of the
police”. Finally the notes state “I saw it. I was actually in
the room and I saw it myself”; this must refer to a virgin
birth!

I would speculate that had Shute lived to finish the
book, the story would go something like the following:
The action would continue at Eucla over a few days with
the miracles taking place as indicated above. I’m not
sure how the gifts of the magi would be introduced; I
don’t think all of them are revealed at Eucla. William
Spear continues to Ceduna where the notes indicate
one of the scientists commits suicide; again the exact
sequence of events is unclear. Presumably, the plaque
is dedicated with some sort of ceremony. Spear then
goes on to talk with Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd., possibly
at New Castle, NSW. Spear then continues his journey
to Pittsburgh in the USA. I have a feeling something
important happens at this meeting but I’m not sure just
what it is. Finally, in true Shute fashion, Spear returns to
Yorkshire and once more takes up his research.

Analysis:
As is typical of Shute’s later books, this story has a

very complicated plot with variety of characters, many
of whom are based on real people. This is in obvious
contrast to the early short stories discussed above. This
book was obviously one Shute was writing because he
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had a cause; it was not intended to be a book to make
money.  This book has a more Christian theme than
any other of his books. Referring in his notes to the
“Nativity at Eucla” he states “ throughout the story the
parallel is never drawn”. As mentioned above, Shute
again raises questions about the proper place of colo-
nials in the scheme of things. In this case he seems to
feel the Australians can sell and use the Spearite 46
alloy but they won’t be permitted to actually manufac-
ture it. 

The writing style is very typical of Shute’s later books
with much attention to detail. For example, there is a
long description of how William Spear deals with divid-
ing up his wife’s jewelry. Similarly, the preparation of the
plaques to commemorate his son is carefully described.
Great attention to detail is included in the description of
the trip from Perth to Eucla; in his notes he lays out the
distances along the journey. In his story Shute talks
about some large doors in the Eucla telegraph station; a
careful investigation indicates that these doors are pure-
ly fictional and never really existed.

The gifts of the magi are the hopeful part of the story.
The nature of the gifts lead me to believe this book was
intended to be in contrast to “On the Beach”. That is,
this book was, at least in some sense, going to show the
positive side of modern science.

Having given it considerable thought, my biggest
question is how Shute intended to extract his protago-
nist from the scene at Eucla. In other words, what did he
intend to do with the rather large cast of characters
present in the telegraph station?
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Why did a writer who maintained a reticent, dignified
privacy choose, repeatedly, to feature the voice of a
prominent “I”? Many of Nevil Shute’s books include
some sort of first-person narration – as a bridge
between the reader and the chief characters, but often
also as something more. With typically unpretentious
effectiveness, Shute adapted to his own purposes a
mode of narration that, in other hands, is frequently no
more than a stock device of literary convenience. His
narrators not only serve as our means of access to
events, but epitomize (in ways they themselves may
not grasp or articulate) the fundamentals of an attitude
toward the essentials of life as it is lived in his fiction. 

This paper examines several of Shute’s narrators as
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speakers who tell us not only about the story, but
about themselves and their view of the world.

Dr. Morgan, the narrator of An Old Captivity, is a pro-
fessional psychiatrist traveling by train to a consultation
in Rome. He introduces the reader to Donald Ross, a
pilot who works for Imperial Airways, a man with some-
thing on his mind. When the two of them find them-
selves delayed on the train overnight, “marooned right
in the middle of a forest, miles from anywhere”
(Chapter 1), Ross asks the doctor if “a chap” who had
vivid dreams, some five years ago, should be con-
cerned about his mental stability. Surely this is not the
first time that Morgan has encountered questions about
the problems of an interlocutor’s “friend.” He responds,
sympathetically. First, he reassures Ross that vivid
dreams, years ago, are no cause for professional con-
cern; then, since he recognizes that the dreams are in
fact of concern to the man involved, he invites Ross to
talk about the experience. The narrator, after a mere
six pages, disappears from the narrative, and does not
return, not even to close the frame at the end of the
novel.

What does Morgan contribute to An Old Captivity?
To begin with, he is, like Ross, a trained and compe-
tent professional – and Ross’s attitude to his work is a
cardinal virtue of his character, as it is dramatized
throughout the bulk of the narrative. The nature of
Morgan’s profession, moreover, qualifies him to narrate
both the actions and implicit emotions of a man who is
relatively inexperienced with introspection. Morgan is a
trained observer, accustomed to extrapolating from his
observations. Hence the narrative that follows is vali-
dated as likely to be true to what Ross said and to
what he meant.

Roger Hargreaves, the narrator of In the Wet, is, like
Morgan, a professional accustomed to contact with
other human beings at times of crisis, and in matters
concerning their souls. Hargreaves, however, becomes
much more involved with the action of the story, and
participates throughout its duration. A clergyman of
sixty-three in a remote Queensland town, he leaves his
own sickbed to travel, in the pouring rain, through
flooded roads, to the sickbed (and, eventually,
deathbed) of the alcoholic Stevie Figgins. During a
long night of distorted consciousness, a night in which
Hargreaves experiences the effects of malaria and
Figgins the effects of peritonitis, opium, and habitual
alcoholism, the time of the narrative shifts to the future,
a time of political transition for the British monarchy –
and to the story of an Australian pilot, David Anderson,
who flies what is known as the “Queen’s Flight.”
Hargreaves eventually takes note of the fact that, on

the night of Stevie’s death, a child is born who is to
become the David Anderson of whom Stevie dreamed.

But what does the narrator have to do with the cen-
tral narrative, which concerns Anderson’s professional
competence and heroism, his romance with a young
woman on the Queen’s staff, and speculative extrapo-
lations regarding politics? How does Shute make use
of him in the work as a whole? As a frame narrator,
Hargreaves introduces and ends the novel, and is thus
able to comment on the significance of the narrative
and of his access to it. He begins by saying that he
has written nothing but sermons; this piece, too, is a
kind of sermon. He concludes – as he might in a ser-
mon – by saying that “we make our own Heaven and
our own Hell in our own daily lives, and the Kingdom of
Heaven is here within us, now, for those who have
gone before” (Chapter 10). The implication that Stevie
Figgins in some sense has “returned” as David
Anderson, moreover, suggests a form of surprisingly
intimate connection between two people who are oth-
erwise unrelated – and the Figgins/Anderson connec-
tion is analogous to the connection between Stevie
Figgins and Roger Hargreaves. Hargreaves possesses
Anderson’s unpretentious courage, unblinking honesty,
and unimpeachable decency – as we see in what he
says about his own life, and in the way he says it. He
is the right man to tell David Anderson’s story.

Noel Strachan, the elderly solicitor who serves as the
narrator of The Legacy (A Town like Alice), is also a key
character in the central narrative, much more so than
Morgan or Hargreaves in their respective novels. He
suggests (and negotiates) the terms of the will that initi-
ates and defines his formal relationship to the protago-
nist, Jean Paget; he gives her the news of her legacy,
and helps her to consider how to handle the change in
her life; he makes available to her the funds she
requests for the important actions she chooses to take.
When Joe Harmon, whom Jean is seeking in Australia,
arrives in London seeking her, Strachan – calmly, delib-
erately, and judiciously – controls their access to infor-
mation and to each other. He ultimately admits what the
reader has long since guessed: that he himself is in
love with Jean, whom he regards, wistfully, as the girl
he met “forty years too late” (Chapter 11).

Strachan has a special status among Shute’s first-
person narrators – not only because of the popularity
of the novel in which he appears, but because he hov-
ers on the border between being a bridge to the story
(e.g., Morgan in An Old Captivity) and a character
basic to the story line (e.g., Tom Cutter in Round the
Bend). We know enough about Strachan to respect his
judgment, to be curious about his opinion, to be moved
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by his pain. We have time, in the course of his narra-
tion, to ponder his advice to do nothing in a hurry—by
contrast with his own actions, upon the death of his
wife, in making a clean break: “It’s no good going on
living in the ashes of a dead happiness” (Chapter 1).
How are these opposing positions relevant to him –
and to Jean Paget – and to the fact that he makes
both of these attitudes known to the reader? 

Even more than with Hargreaves, Shute shows us
why Strachan is the right man to tell this story.
Hargreaves was vouchsafed a narrative through the
aid of medicine, malaria, and mysterious forces – but
Strachan, we see, is the right man to tell this story
because he was the right man to hear it. 

Shute introduces Strachan as a sympathetic, inquir-
ing mind. It is, of course, part of his job to interrogate
people and to be sure that he understands them – but
his skills go beyond the requirements of his job. When
he goes to see Dr. Ferris, for example, all he needs is
a certification of the death of Donald Paget, Jean’s
brother, in Malaya. But he learns much more. He
learns what kind of officer Donald was, and how many
illnesses Donald survived before eventually dying.
Then he learns about the doctor’s own experiences
with disease and with difficult working conditions. And
then he elicits from the doctor a remarkable statement:
“It was so beautiful. The Three Pagoda Pass must be
one of the loveliest places in the world. You’ve got this
broad valley with the river running down it, and the jun-
gle forest, and the mountains... We used to sit by the
river and watch the sun setting behind the mountains,
sometimes, and say what a marvellous place it would
be to come to for a holiday. However terrible a prison
camp may be, it makes a difference if it’s beautiful”
(Chapter 1). This revealing episode hints at the quali-
ties in Strachan that will make Jean tell him what she
does, as and when she does – from her love for a
skating rink to her love for Joe Harmon. 

D. H. Lawrence advised readers to trust the tale,
never the teller. In the full version of this paper – which
deals also with first-person narrators in additional
Shute novels, and with the narration of Slide Rule – I
will attempt to show why, in the universe of Nevil
Shute, we can trust and respect the estimable tellers
as well as the remarkable tales. 

The Norway in Nevil
Shute: from Cornwall to
Cape Cod by way of the

Northern Seas of Leif
Ericsson
David Weir 
Paper prepared for the Fourth Conference of the Nevil
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1
Nevil Shute was in my view arguably the second most

important English person of the twentieth century
(assuming that most people would place Winston
Churchill in first place). But in his own inner estimation
he was possibly not English at all. My argument in this
paper is that Nevil Shute was always conscious of the
“Norway” in his identity and that much of his writing is in
one way or another, concerned with a search for his eth-
nic and cultural roots. This is a bold claim but I hope to
make you think a little about this.

The family were of Cornish stock but the name came
from an ancestor thought by the native Cornish people
to have come from Norway, the survivor of a shipwreck
on the wild Cornish coast. Too young to get a chance to
fight in the War, he went up to Oxford to read engineer-
ing, graduating with a third class honours degree and a
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prize for which he chose a set of drawing instruments
and a copy of William Morris’s The Earthly Paradise.

The choice was no casual one: one of the central core
dimensions of Morris’s endeavour was to create a myth-
ic Nordic past that would position the very notion of
Englishness, of his identity. The Earthly Paradise is a
wonderful collection of poems but is probably not read
much today, and Morris is remembered more for his
contributions as designer and entrepreneur to the Arts
and Crafts movement and as a passionate exponent of
revolutionary Socialism. The Earthly Paradise was a
great undertaking, and its stories, such as “East of the
Sun and West of the Moon” and “Atalanta’s Race” are
truly epic tales. It was a best-seller in its time and is a
classic of the English literature of Victorian England.

The first volume of The Earthly Paradise was pub-
lished in 1868, the second and third volumes appearing
in 1870 and the three volumes comprise 42,000 lines of
rhymed verse. Twelve of the stories come from Greek
sources and the other twelve include several from the
Norse and Icelandic sagas. 

The structure of the work is set out in a preliminary
Argument that states: “Certain gentlemen and mariners
of Norway, having considered all they had heard of the
Earthly Paradise, set sail to find it, and after many trou-
bles and the lapse of many years came old men to
some western land, of which they had never before
heard: there they died, when they had dwelt there cer-
tain years much honoured of the strange people”. While
dwelling in the Earthly Paradise they regale their hosts
each month with a tale.

Morris himself introduces the theme in the Apology,
claiming to be a

“Dreamer of dreams, born out of my due time,
Why should I strive to set the crooked straight?
Let it suffice me that my murmuring rhyme
Beats with light wing against the ivory gate,
Telling a tale not too importunate
To those who in the sleepy region stay,
Lulled by the singer of an empty day.”
William Morris himself became more and more

obsessed with the ancient origins of the sagas, making
a long visit to Iceland, and it was to Norway that he
sailed on his last long trip in a fruitless attempt to recu-
perate from the disease that was to kill him. The Norse-
land was both the backdrop and the setting to much of
Morris’s inspiration. This was the book that the young
Nevil Shute Norway asked Balliol College to give him for
his prize. It was a revealing choice.

I believe that Shute’s whole life can be read as a
counterpoint of the two themes represented in his
Oxford prizes, between the straightforward practicality of

the drawing instruments, the tools of the workaday trade
of engineering, of which he became a supreme expo-
nent and the sweep, vision, mysticism and other-worldli-
ness of the “Earthly Paradise”. Throughout Shute’s rela-
tively short life, he was both a journeyman and a spiritu-
al traveller in search of something ethereal. Flying
remained a consistent thread throughout his life and fig-
ures in almost all of his books. As with St Exupéry, flying
gave Shute a glimpse of a new world that transcended
the accepted boundaries of knowledge.

As a writer he stuck to what he knew about and never
wrote about places he had not visited, but that gave him
much scope for his experience was wide ranging,
encompassing many parts of the world. He was a trav-
eller, and as well as his journeys through physical space
and time he was engaged in a lifelong inner journey of
personal discovery.

2
There is no doubt that he admired and respected

many aspects of American life and culture and could
clearly have worked well within that environment. 

In the 1950’s America was relatively a more attractive
destination than was Australia and must have appeared
an attractive possibility for Shute and his family, once
the decision to leave England had been made. It is inter-
esting to speculate why he made on behalf of himself
and his family the decision that he did, what was in his
mind and what the decision implies about his perception
of the new frontiers of opportunity opening up in the
post-war world. 

In fact, his interest in North America had led him into
some unpredictable areas of writing that engaged anoth-
er theme of constant concern, to do with Scandinavia
and the Norse origins of North America, and of the
Norse impact on Europe and the world. This theme was,
I argue, fundamental to Shute’s personal agenda.

Although Shute was one of the most successful novel-
ists of his time and earned very large sums of money
from his writings it is clear that he did not only write to
sell books to earn a living. He was a man with a mes-
sage, in fact with more than one message. It is often
easier to decode Shute’s overt messages to the outside
world than it is to guess at his inner message, the call to
himself, the response to his inner journey.

The abiding thread of his work can be found in the
perception that technology and its mastery was the cen-
tral integrating force in contemporary society. In the pur-
suit of these wisdoms he saw twentieth century people,
men and women, not as the precursors of superheroes,
enabled through mastery of new science to undertake
projects that would have been unavailable to earlier
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generations, but as inheritors of traditions, passers on of
torches that had been lit by their ancestors. I believe
that there was a torch that Shute felt he had to pass on,
a quest that he left unfinished. There is a consciousness
of interrupted continuity in Shute’s writings for he under-
stands that those who seek to solve the problems of the
present must build on the past and on its techniques of
control, but they must recover knowledge that has been
lost but whose relevance is still strong and necessary. 

In 1939 Shute published a book the impact of which
was enormous. In “What Happened To The Corbetts”
(published in the USA as “Ordeal” )he describes the like-
ly impact of a bombing campaign against the South of
England. The message is stark and highly compelling. 

But if this book was clearly of as well as for its times,
Shute’s public was probably greatly surprised at the
choice of subject for his next offering. So might we be,
considering what was going on in the world and in
Shute’s own personal and public life. This book we may
surmise was one that he had to write then or at least
before he died. And the prospect of an early death was
undoubtedly one that engaged Shute as it engaged the
anxieties of the English nation as a whole. 

The war was imminent, within months the new Prime
Minister Winston Churchill was offering “Blood, Toil, Tears
and Sweat”. What was the agenda on which Nevil Shute
Norway felt he had to urgently move forward? What was
the message he had to give the world? The answer was
a book that, for a reasonably-successful but by no
means absolutely-established, author was innovative in
theme and treatment. What made him do it? Why was it
important for him to get this agenda out of his system at
a time when the realities of the war meant that any book
he wrote next could well have been his last? What did he
need to tell the world at this precise moment in time?

In “An Old Captivity” Shute tells a story that uses time
itself in an unusual way. A present-day pilot, Ross,
undertakes a commission to fly a slightly eccentric pro-
fessor of archaeology to discover the sites of ancient
Norse settlements in Greenland and on the coast of
New England. The professor is accompanied by his
attractive daughter with whom initially Ross forms no
rapport. In sleeping in the ruins of what turns out to have
been a Viking longhouse, the pilot slips into coma and
becomes invested with the spirits of a young man and
woman from Scotland who had voyaged with the Viking
ships, centuries before. On recovering, the hero’s
dreamtime experience leads him to recognize and redis-
cover the place in New England where the Norsemen
had originally landed. His mission becomes a success.
He gets the girl as well. 

This was the book that Shute felt he had to write in

1939 when he knew that war was inevitable and person-
al survival for those living in a Britain at risk of invasion
was becoming a lottery.

The risk for an author of Shute’s standing and growing
reputation as an accessible popular novelist, writing for
the mass market would have been obvious then and
untenable as a commercial proposition now. One can
well imagine Shute’s publishers and agents swallowing
hard as they recommended the title to the sales force.
But the book did well. It was translated into several lan-
guages and the titles chosen including “Prisonnier du
passé , De droom van Ross (Ross’ Dream) and
Drømmen om Hekja- 

"The dream of Hekja" are interesting. We have to con-
sider that the theme, the text, of “An Old Captivity” held
a central place in Shute’s inner agenda.

I believe that Julian Smith’s dismissive comments are
rather wide of the mark when he says that “Shute chose
to withdraw from the world of action to that of dream and
imagination, of metempsychosis; balanced against the
nuts and bolts reality that unhinges Ross are primitive
lore, superstition, and the complexity of the human mind.”
As always, Shute knew precisely what he was doing. As a
good Scot myself, I find it quite credible that the two
apparently Norse runners were in fact young Scots. 

Shute’s next four books, all successful, were in their
different ways more recognizably in tune with the war
and its urgent agenda. But, as soon as the war was
over he returned to the Norse theme basing his only
play “Vinland the Good” on the “Viking” portions of “An
Old Captivity”. Once again there is a counterpoint of two
time periods: once again Shute felt he had to deal with
themes of timeless import, the role of the little man in
history and the vital role of the teacher, the imparter of
neglected truths in the transmission of the necessary
myths on which society is based. 

The counterpoint in these two books is also one of
Europe and America and the necessity of each coming
to accept the mythologies of the other. Shute was also
of course trying to generalize the significance of his
biographical and familial identities also. His very family
name –“Norway”- was a statement of racial and tribal
connotation rather than the evidence of a true genealog-
ical history. He was trying to bridge some gaps in his
family history that he knew could never be precisely
recovered. But “Vinland the Good” was not a commer-
cial success and Shute did not return to this genre. 

For Shute was, in his own perception, representative of
the marginal characters of his own dreamland, scion of
the Cornish family whose mysterious origins had really
been Norwegian, the boy brought up in Ireland who saw
the Easter Rising at first hand, the engineer who was
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never a “ proper” scientist, the provincial from Howden,
York, Hayling Island near Portsmouth and ultimately the
scrubland of the Mornington peninsula beyond
Melbourne, a marginal figure who was never a member
of the ruling English establishment, in his own eyes per-
haps a bit of a rebel and deep down a bit of a rogue.

He was of course in real life the “irascible” managing
director who fell out with his best friends. He was the
cool stress calculator, the airship and aircraft designer at
the leading edge of technology, the entrepreneur who
rustled up investment money from Yorkshire farmers
(that alone deserved a medal for Yorkshiremen, tough
and dour have been described as Scotsmen with the
generosity squeezed out!) He was the inventor of useful
and useless “dodges and wheezes”. He was a would-be
farmer, not too concerned about the commercial aspects
of that trade. He was all these on the outside and the
world saw it and applauded, but the inner man was a
romantic, sailing the cold Northern seas, running swiftly
over barren Viking moors. 

The great American sociologist, WI Thomas, once
wrote gnomically “what a man believes to be real, that is
real in its consequences.” The inner belief in Nevil Shute
Norway that he needed to find out who he really was,
where he really came from, in my view is a major clue to
his writings. He was one of those travellers looking for a
twentieth century version of The Earthly Paradise that
had sent William Morris’s travellers to the world’s edge.
Shute wanted to go “East of the Sun and West of the
Moon.” And at the still quiet core of his being he was the
weaver of tapestries of simple words and timeless stories
who belonged by choice on the fringes, in the frontier
lands where the future would be forged. The story-teller
is a central and honoured figure in the Norse sagas.

The fearless traveller through time, the relentless voy-
ager to far-distant shores was the lineal descendant of
those Norse warriors whose long-boats forged new
routes to England, and on to the Ultima Thule of New
England, for Nevil Shute was a “Norway”: he was a
Norseman, he was those two runners Haki and Hekja
flitting through the Greenland forests, invading the soul
of the sleeping pilot Ross, just as they invaded the wak-
ing dreams of Nevil Shute Norway.

Truly he fitted the matrix of William Morris, who intro-
duced The Earthly Paradise when he wrote:

“Dreamer of dreams, born out of my due time,
Why should I strive to set the crooked straight?
Let it suffice me that my murmuring rhyme
Beats with light wing against the ivory gate,
Telling a tale not too importunate
To those who in the sleepy region stay,
Lulled by the singer of an empty day.”

Nevil Shute Norway may too have believed that in a
sense he had been born out of his due time for his sto-
ries are timeless, his characters move through literal
time like the shadows of the two runners and he saw
that this crooked world needed a lot of putting straight,
but hard work and attention to honest principles of craft
would make a good start. 

In Vinland the Good, his narrator, Callender, the
School teacher whose Headmaster advises him to take
up a job selling razors, having sat through a presenta-
tion of Vinland the Good, tells his students “People in
history were not a different race from you and me. Your
history books deal mostly with the great people, the
Kings and Princes and the Ministers of State. They’re
just the froth upon the surface; the Kings and Princes
and Ministers-they don’t mean much. History is made by
plain and simple people like ourselves, doing the best
we can with each job as it comes along.” 

Shute’s tales, modest affairs in his own estimation,
were “not too importunate” but his powerful themes
would he guessed continue to beat with light wing
against the ivory gates that shielded the drowsing
dwellers in the sleepy regions. They were wake-up calls
about globalisation, the need for inter-cultural under-
standing and the impending end of the world, perhaps
about the Second Coming through the re-incarnation of
old Gods in the unlikely raiment of Mongolian or
Aboriginal half-castes. 

And in the dark days of 1939 he crafted a tale that
reached beyond the stark dangers of the immediate
present into an unknowable, but believable future. As
Callender reminds the students: “Leif went out to get
timber to build cowhouses, and found America. That’s
how real people make history. You may make history
yourselves one day, any one of you, but you may never
know you’ve done it. Leif didn’t”

“Nevil Shute” was the nom de plume he chose for his
persona as the writer of the popular fiction that in a way
he rather disparaged, making light of his own outstand-
ing accomplishments, but it was the “Norway” that he
concealed from the public world that drove his cease-
less quest for his own version of The Earthly Paradise.
He wrote for future generations quite explicitly as much
as he wrote for his immediate publics.

As for us, the descendants of those readers whom
Nevil Shute Norway wanted so importantly to engage in
those desperate days when Britain stood alone, we can
say with Haki, as his companion Haekia brings the gift
of berries to Leif Ericsson:

“Lord, when we are old and grey and ill, and near to
death, we shall still be thinking about the fine journey we
have made.”             
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 
NAME COUNTRY E-MAIL ADDRESS

1. Joe Accrocco USA capesylvan@aol.com

2. John Anderson UK j.c.anderson@metronet.co.uk

3. Linda Banta USA banta@ix.netcom.com

4. Andy Banta USA banta@ix.netcom.com

5. Susan Batross USA tsbats1_2000@yahoo.com

6. James Beaver USA Wingedhoof@aol.com

7. Sandra Bower FRANCE dweir@runbox.com

8. Andy Burgess UK andywburgess@blueyonder.co.uk

9. John Cooper USA jcooper@stic.net

10. Art Cornell USA Gac29@aol.com

11. Joan Cornell USA Gac29@aol.com

12. Sue DePuey USA KzooSue@aol.com

13. Martyn Dryden UK martyn@dryden.co.uk

14. Mills Dyer USA ndyer@chartertn.net

15. Nancy Dyer USA ndyer@chartertn.net

16. Fred Erisman USA featnasm@earthlink.net

17. Patt Erisman USA featnasm@earthlink.net

18. Beall Fowler USA wbf0@lehigh.edu

19. Linny Fowler USA wbf0@lehigh.edu

20. John Fowles USA fowlesjohn@hotmail.com

21. Susan Fowles USA fowlesjohn@hotmail.com

22. Graham Fricke AUSTRALIA graton@bigpond.net.au

23. Steph Gallagher UK Steph.Gallagher@btinternet.com

24. Margo Ganster USA mganster@aol.com

25. Alice Hamilton USA gearman@provide.net

26. Gary Hamilton USA gary@rcushman.com

27. Tom Harbin USA tomharbin240@hotmail.com

28. Babette Hills USA bhillsco@aol.com

29. Alison Jenner UK Alison.Jenner@swansea.gov.uk

30. Grady Jensen USA gradyjensen@sbcglobal.net

31. Maggie Jensen USA gradyjensen@sbcglobal.net

32. Harry Jones USA hjones@prodigy.net

33. Shoshana Knapp USA shoshanaknapp@hotmail.com

34. Bill McCandless USA macranet@comcast.net

35. Ruth McCandless USA macranet@comcast.net

36. Kristin McDonald USA mcdonaldk@cee-school.org
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37. Mike Meehan UK mike.meehan27@tiscali.co.uk

38. Joost Meulenbroek THE NETHERLANDS joost@meulenbroek.nl

39. Barbara Niven AUSTRALIA barbaraniven@bigpond.com

40. Philip Nixon UK Nixon_philip@hotmail.com

41. Jill Nixon UK Nixon_philip@hotmail.com

42. Mac Palmer USA Uacat15@aol.com

43. Jim Powell USA jhpow@bellsouth.net

44. Laura Powell USA jhpow@bellsouth.net

45. Abby Rahn USA kzoosue@aol.com

46. Arne Reil USA arnereil@cox.net

47. Stu Rosenberg USA sr88@telus.net

48. Lillian Ruiz USA Lillian12388@hotmail.com

49. Candace Ruiz USA cruiz@regis.edu

50. Laura Schneider USA chigirlnnj@aol.com,

51. Paul Shein USA hendshein@aol.com,

52. Bill Shoemaker USA gailviolin@charter.net,

53. Stephen Smith USA lexloci2@bigpond.net.au

54. Neal Standard USA rns292@yahoo.com,

55. Pam Standard USA rns292@yahoo.com

56. Virginia Stark USA starkr111@earthlink.net,

57. Roger Stark USA starkr111@earthlink.net

58. Margaret Steel USA steelone@direcway.com

59. Gary Swinson USA gary.swinson@verizon.net,

60. Mary Ann Swinson USA gary.swinson@verizon.net

61. Dan Telfair USA WDTELFAIR@aol.com,

62. Zia Telfair USA zztelfair@aol.com

63. David Weir FRANCE dweir@runbox.com,

64. Robert Wester USA Wester53@msn.com,

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS continued...



1. Cooke’s — Inexpensive sea food 
2. Friendly’s — Inexpensive family restaurant 
3. Old Country Buffet — Inexpensive, all you can eat 
4. Outback — Steak house 
5. Sam Diego’s — Mexican 
6. Olive Garden — Restaurant 

7. Naked Oyster — Sea food 
8. IHOP — International House of Pancakes 
9. Candy Store — Good chocolate and jelly beans 
10. Christmas Tree Shop — Extra good buys 
11. Black Cat — Good Restaurant 
12. Roadhouse Café — Good Restaurant 

Restaurants, Etc.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
A number of people must me acknowledged and thanked for their efforts in
making this Gathering a success. Here are some of them: 

Dan Telfair — Dan has given us continued excellent advice that we have
appreciated every step of the way. Even though he has organized two of the
previous Gatherings, he always let us make the decisions for this one. We
cannot thank him enough. 

Steph Gallagher — Steph, in her recent success with the Gathering in
England, also gave us excellent advise and help. She was always there to let
us know what she did for a similar problem. We received 193 e-mails from her
and are thinking of publishing them or giving a humorous talk on them at the
next Gathering. 

Tom Cass — Tom, a good member of the Cape Cod Chapter, will be one of
the bus guides, a movie operator and will fill in where else we need him. 

Hemchand Sookdeo — Hemchand, our son-in-law, has provided the power
point projector, the overhead projector and the slide projector. He will bring
them to the Cape Codder Resort, set them up and make sure everything is
working properly. 

Cathie Sookdeo — Cathie, our daughter, will show movies, work on registra-
tion and the welcome reception. 

Pat Skelly — Pat is a Cape Cod chapter member. He has helped with the
mailings and now will work on the Sunday registrations and in the Exhibit
room. He has been a big help to us and continues to be. 

Ernie and Liz Buchner — Ernie and Liz are not Shutists but dear friends who
have come to Cape Cod from Toronto to help us. They will do what ever is
needed. 

Tony and Pat Revell — Tony and Pat are friends that we met canaling in
England. They have brought from England the artifact Harpic and cherries for
the cherry cakes. Pat and Tony will help with what ever needs to be done. 

Dave Crocker — Dave is a friend who provided the taped Shute music in the
exhibit room. 

Joe Accrocco — Joe is a Cape Cod Chapter member who has provided the
note pads and paid for the design, production and printing of the Program
Books. 

Sally Rossetti and Margaret Ostro — Sally and Margaret are two Cape Cod
Chapter members who have helped with many things along the way and will
help with Sunday registration and work in the exhibit room. 

Candace Ruiz — Candace is our daughter and a member of the Colorado
Chapter. She will be the projectionist for the literary sessions and the partial
reading of Vinland the Good. 
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Lillian Ruiz and Gail Shoemaker — Lillian is our granddaughter and Gail is the
wife of Shutist Bill Shoemaker. They will play on their violins, between dinner
and the partial reading of Vinland the Good, music that was referred to in
Nevil Shute’s novels. 

John Cooper — John is a Shutist from San Antonio, Texas. He is the producer
and director of the Partial Reading of Vinland the Good. 

Neil Good — Neil, a Cape Cod resident, is a long time researcher of the
Vikings discovering Cape Cod. He has gathered the information shown on the
last four pages of this book. 

The ten speakers. 

The three panelists. 

The cast of the partial reading of Vinland the Good. 

The ten dramatic Shute readers. 

The sixty-four participants. 

We thank each and every one of you and any that we have missed. 
You have all contributed to making this Gathering a memorable, happy, 
educational event. 
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